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SEASONS OF LIFE
The Medicine Wheel, a symbol of peaceful interaction and connection among all living
beings on Earth, lends itself to limitless interpretations and teachings. In Medicine Wheel
tradition, time and space are circular, Sacred and Life are one. All power comes from Creator at
the center of the unbroken circle. As days and seasons mark changes of time, there is an endless
connection to past, present, and future. Four directions reach to embrace all people of Mother
Earth, supported and united by healing energy. Dimensions of body, mind, heart, and spirit
balance the journey of creation and the seasons of life.

WINTER: Moon Shadow - Season of Dreams and Destiny
Winter, night of my journey, is the season of SPIRIT.
The mighty winds of North shape the destiny of still and quiet Earth. While the world
appears to sleep, deep spiritual growth occurs. It is a time of patience and endurance, of learning
to live with the elements and protect resources. It is a time for elders to rest and for newborns to
reveal cherished potential. After nights of darkness, light appears on the horizon and the days
expand to accept it. The healing we seek is cleansing and purity of intention.
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Winter in Canada is cold and dark and snowy, a time when all life adapts to survive.
Plants become dormant. Some animals lower their body temperature as well as heart and
breathing rates to hibernate. Others develop thick coats and huddle for protection when freezing
winds blow. People bundle warmly before venturing outdoors and, in modern times, give thanks
for central heating.
As night descends, we become elders and grandparents in our SPIRIT time. We make
peace and become one with the Breath of Life. This is a time of acceptance and harmony. We
pass into the world of dreams as the winds of our wisdom guide new generations.
The spirit of my life emerges from darkness with the gift of a daughter.

December 28, 1974: A child is born
Good morning, my darling Cara, my daughter, my love,
“Open your eyes. Don’t you want to see your baby coming?” The nurse was friendly
and efficient as I laboured into the early morning hours. Now all I had to do was focus on the
mirror strategically positioned over the end of my bed to see a dark-haired little head emerging.
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“It’s a girl,” somebody said before they whisked you away. “Is the father present?”
somebody else asked and my doctor replied no.
“Do you want to sit and freshen up?” An attentive student nurse hovered with a basin of
water. “No,” I remember saying, “No, I don’t want to sit up.” The months of worry and
anticipation had left me limp and exhausted. Sorting out the consequences of a turbulent
relationship, the months of self-support and study, the weeks of bed rest to prevent further
complications of low birth-weight, and the delivery procedures had all taken their toll.
“Okay then, I’ll help you.” The lovely young nurse washed my face and I awoke a few
hours later alone in a quiet room. The gaiety and companionship of my previous ward were
missing, where I had spent three weeks with five women, all mothers-to-be confined to bed for
various reasons. Now graduated into the more serious world of post-partum reality, no longer
the passive patient waiting in expectation, I was suddenly expected to be up and about, ready to
care for a brand new baby.
The next thing I remember is the brisk confidence of a lady pediatrician asking about
feeding choices. “Either way she will do fine.” Those words became my mantra for the weeks
ahead. As soon as I was able, I dragged myself down the hall to visit your little incubator. A
patch of your soft brown hair was shaved for an IV tube and you responded with a feeble cry. A
feeding tube had been inserted “to help save your energy,” the nurses said, yet you were sucking
energetically as if that made a difference. That was my first glimpse of your tenacity and
enthusiasm for life.
My beautiful little girl, I want to give you the world and watch you grow to be a strong,
adventurous, and creative young woman. I have so many dreams for you.
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December 29, 1974: Caralyn, my daughter
Caralyn, my daughter,
For you I will write a book
To share with you the secrets of life as they have come to me,
To help you find your own way
As you continue to grow and wonder about the world.
Caralyn Aubrey is your legal name. I will call you Cara, which means “friend,” my
precious little friend. The traditional spelling of your name (Carolyn) means “one who is
strong.” My wish is that you will always be strong.
You are named Aubrey after my grandmother, Kate Aubrey. She was a very gracious
and proper English woman who came to visit her pioneering brother in Alberta in the early 1900s
and was charmed by a neighbouring gentleman homesteader. I have very early memories of my
grandfather Cecil pushing a cement roller across the prairie lawn to make it smooth for tennis
and of my grandmother setting the table in the cozy farm kitchen with napkins and water glasses,
a touch of class missing from my own parents’ home.
So many memories crowd my mind. I picked Caralyn because it had most of the same
letters as your father’s last name - Cardinal. I never really believed in fate, the mysterious call of
the universe that can change and direct our lives. Yet from the moment your father and I met,
our lives were destined to come together in ways I would not understand.
I will call him Chaos, an unsettled man who was unemployed at the time of your birth,
yet mysteriously charming in his childlike demeanour. Although I doubted that you and I would
share his world, the link was there hidden in plain sight, just as the question would hover over
your life of where you came from with your deep brown eyes and hint of a tan year-round.
Aubrey is your link with culture and refinement, vision and dedication, the heritage of my
father’s family. And somewhere between those two extremes of culture and chaos was the
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disconcerting genetic influence of my mother’s family, marred by generations of abuse and
addiction. What would the future bring?

December 30, 1974: Hospital days
I saw you for only an instant the morning you were born,
You were so tiny they whisked you away
for professional intensive care.
And later, when I woke up again,
I had to get up and get dressed and walk down the hall
and ask which one you were.
There you were in your little glass box
too small for a bottle,
Eagerly sucking the tube in your mouth,
trying so hard to eat and live.
And your first little cry like a baby kitten’s
was so sad and forlorn that I cried too.
I sat and rocked you the day I went home,
not wanting to have to leave
the months of waiting and hoping and love
all wrapped up in my arms.
My dearest Cara,
I love you so much and want you to know that every single minute of your life. One of
my first challenges as a single parent is to accept that the father I chose for you is not prepared to
share the life I envisioned. You and I seem alone against the world and it is up to me to guide
you. While my love was not enough to inspire responsibility and commitment in him, I hope
you will thrive. I want you to know you are loved and cherished and supported.
While attending university classes until early December, I was blissfully unaware that not
gaining weight during pregnancy could be dangerous. One day my doctor asked, “When is your
last exam?” and told me to report to the hospital immediately afterwards.
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After my discharge, you needed to stay a few more weeks in hospital. I was holding you
when the doctor visited the nursery and expressed surprise that I was still there. “Where else
would I go?” I replied.
As strange as it may seem, I was once attracted by your father’s neediness. My selfesteem was low enough at the time that I somehow thought helping him would give my life
meaning. I didn’t understand that dependence was as much a part of his personality as wanting
to fix things was a part of mine. And I certainly didn’t realize either could be a genetic trait.

As Grandmother Moon reflects the light of New Year and days begin to lengthen, sleep
gives way to dreams and dreams to destiny. The Breath of Life calls forth a depth of love.
December 31, 1974: An old year ends and a new one begins
2011: Misty Lynn Ward, age 27, was found partially dismembered in a bathtub in an
Edmonton apartment. She had been visiting a male friend who was later charged with
second-degree murder. Although many cases of the missing and murdered remain
unsolved, this one did not.
Cara, my love,
The newness of your life caused me to reflect on my own. As a child, I lived in a world
of books and day-dreams, my days populated with imaginary playmates that stayed with me well
into my school years. Books sent from distant relatives in England had stories of big houses,
sophisticated conversations, gardens and seashores, all so much more interesting than living on
the farm that I often felt tragically misplaced.
Maybe I had trouble separating fantasy from reality even as an adult. My poor little girl,
you were conceived in idealism and came into the world a fighter. Placenta deficiency caused
your low birth-weight. That meant you were not growing properly before you were born. Our
worlds were not compatible even then, although my doctor reassured me it wasn’t my fault.
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January 1: Shared memories
"May the New Year bring you an abundance of Love, Blessings, Positive Changes,
Everything your Heart desires, and whatever makes your soul sing.”
Rebecca Fox, soulvisionhealing.com
Happy New Year, my darling daughter,
1975: You spent your first few weeks in hospital while I struggled to finish the final term
of my long-awaited Social Work degree. It seemed the right thing to do at the time because I
wanted to find a job to support us as soon as possible and felt my chances would be improved as
a fully pledged professional.
Oh Cara, if I had to do it over again, I would have stayed with you every single day and
returned to school later. Others apparently shared that opinion, although no one sat me down at
the time to explain how that would ultimately serve us both better.
Ours is a culture of non-interference. For fear of offending, we often leave others to their
own decisions and consequences when a few words of guidance could make a big difference.
My preoccupation when you were born was survival and financial independence. Although I
missed much of your first weeks and months, I was able to take time after spring classes to get
used to being a mom. I loved being with you that first summer, enjoying the sun on a blanket in
our tiny backyard, watching you bounce in your Jolly Jumper and realizing even then you were
not content to dance if I was reading. You wanted my full attention.
2005: More than 30 years after the miracle of your birth, I shift perspective in preparation
for a winter vacation. What are my resolutions for this year of remembering? I want to live
more in the moment and help my new husband, Will, enjoy his dream trip of driving south in
January. My underlying hope is to make peace with the memories you and I share.
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January 2: Early roots
The King pioneers shared vision and endurance.
Dear little Cara,
Some early family stories are gathered in The King Brothers Farm History, a little book I
wrote for your Grandpa John in honour of his 80th birthday. His mind was already confused
because of Alzheimer’s disease, but he was happy to share the parts that talked about his parents
and homesteading days.
My grandfather Cecil, who was Grandpa John’s father, came to Alberta from England in
1909. He joined his older brother Gerald, who had first come to Canada in 1906. Gerald was a
faithful historian who kept meticulous records of those early times. The brothers decided to
“homestead” near Vermilion and farmed together until Cecil’s death in 1955.
The homesteading program required settlers to pay $10 to file claim to 160 acres of land
on the open prairie. Farmers had to build a house, live, and work on their piece of land for at
least six months of the year for three years, bringing 15 acres under cultivation before they were
granted clear title to the land. This improvement process was commonly known as “proving up”
and required many homesteaders to look for other work until their farms began self-sufficient.
It remains incomprehensible to me that early adventurers picked a piece of land in the
middle of nowhere, overgrown with long prairie grass, sheltered perhaps by a ridge of hills,
watered perhaps by a lake or stream of water known as a “creek,” and somehow built a shack,
broke land with a single blade pulled by oxen, and began to farm. It is hard to imagine how they
even fed themselves when trips to town were few and far between across miles of open prairie.
Big vegetable gardens, chickens for eggs, and cattle for meat and milk would have provided
staple food, with hay and grain harvested to sustain the working oxen and horses.
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Cecil met his bride-to-be when she came in 1916, also from England, to visit her brother
Jack who had homesteaded a few miles across the prairie from the King brothers. Her visit,
intended to last a year, turned out to be life-changing. Kate Aubrey married Cecil Mills on
September 23, 1919, and they became parents of three children. Your Grandpa John was the
eldest, and from him, you inherited your love of horses and the big outdoors.

January 3: Crash victim already dead
1999: Sherry Ann Upright, age 25, mother of one daughter, was found in the ditch
after a single car crash north of Edmonton. It was later determined that she did not die
in the accident. She had been strangled and was ejected from the trunk when the car
left the road. A city man was later charged with first-degree murder and convicted.
Dear Cara,
1999: Local papers reported Sherry Ann was exploited by a pimp when she was only 14
years old. She was described as a bright, good-hearted woman who struggled to leave the streets
so she could raise her 7-year-old daughter. An outreach worker who had known Sherry Ann for
many years emphasized, “She wanted an education. She had dreams. She knew she was made
for better things.”
It is by far an exception when the murder of a woman with street involvement is solved.
Seldom is evidence so readily available. The man charged apparently happened to be driving out
of town with a can of gas in the front seat when it exploded, probably from his cigarette. One
would rather not imagine what his intentions were.
In my mother’s family, alcoholism was primarily male-dominant. Her eldest brother died
first, allegedly drowning because of a weak heart. “How did you know he had a weak heart?” I
once asked. “Well, we didn’t know until he died,” my mother replied. To this day, his sanctity
is upheld except by an older aunt who conceded that alcohol may have been involved.
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Three other uncles lived long enough to provide ample evidence of the perils of alcohol,
and my mother, for reasons I did not understand, chose to enable their addiction. She once
explained that it was “the Christian thing to do.”
One uncle used to arrive at our farm for the summer with a car full of children and wine.
Another was supported by his parents for many years, living with his wife and several children in
a cabin on their property. The third lived with my parents off and on for years, first as an
adolescent and later in his own cabin across the yard with his wife and sons.
It was puzzling to me at the time that each of these men had wives. I suppose they were
teens who became pregnant and hoped things would get better or, back in the 1960s, lacked
resources for an independent life. Is it luck or resiliency that determines who survives?

January 4: Are some lives worth more than others?
“Whether by accident or design, choice or foul play, the whereabouts of an enormous
number of aboriginal women was officially unknown.”
Warren Goulding in Just Another Indian (2001, p.33)
2010: President Obama declared January National Slavery and Human Trafficking
Prevention month: “We must also address the underlying forces that push so many into
bondage. We must develop economies that create legitimate jobs, build a global sense
of justice that says no child should ever be exploited, and empower our daughters and
sons with the same chances to pursue their dreams.”
Hello again my Cara,
2005: Among the authors who came to my attention was Warren Goulding and his book,
Just Another Indian: A Serial Killer and Canada’s Indifference, where he explored the surprising
lack of media interest around a serial killer in Saskatchewan. The victims were Shelley Napope,
age 16; Eva Taysup, age 25, mother of four children; and Calinda Waterhen, age 22, mother of
one. All had been missing for two years before their bodies were found in 1994.
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The book speculates that the accused was able to maintain relative obscurity because the
women he killed were Indigenous. The killer, John Martin Crawford, had already served ten
years for the 1981 murder of Mary Jane Serloin, age 19, in Lethbridge, Alberta, and was a
suspect in at least three other killings.
Goulding’s 1994 investigation of Crawford uncovered a more disturbing reality, the
shocking number of missing Indigenous women:
“… The search turned up nearly five hundred women, reported missing in the
previous three years, who matched the general criteria of age and background of the
Saskatoon victims. Officials later disputed that number, but the number itself was
almost irrelevant. Whether it was one hundred or five hundred, it was clear that
something like an epidemic was raging virtually unchecked in western Canada.”
(p. 33, emphasis mine)
It begged the question, “Are some lives worth more than others - to the police, to society, and to
the media?” As distressing as it is to think bodies could be raped, mutilated, and left exposed to
the elements, evidence of societal indifference is equally frightening. We may be able to
rationalize that murderers are a malicious minority, somehow apart from normal society, but how
do we explain when the “normal” majority pays no attention?
Of course, we all prefer to dwell on happy times, splashing in spring puddles, summer
days swimming or bike riding, returning to school each fall, rustling through leaves, and outdoor
winter fun such as tobogganing and skating. We embrace warm memories to keep the darkness
at bay, for fear it will become more intrusive.

January 5: Islands and children can disappear
“Sometimes islands disappear or drown, and this is part of life.”
Indonesian Welfare Minister
Dear Cara,
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2005: The world was dealing with the aftermath of the 2004 Tsunami. Islands along the
coast of Indonesia were wasted by waves and believed to have no survivors. It was difficult for
someone living on a wide expanse of prairie to even imagine land disappearing.
Headlines of the day included:
“Hardest Hit Islands Now Home to No One: Wall of Water as High as 20
Metres Engulfed Those Living Closest to Quake Epicentre.”
“Red Cross Faces Immense Challenges.”
“Gangs Feared to be Stealing Orphans.”
It was shocking that, amidst an outpouring of compassion and aid from the global
community, there were people who would further exploit homeless children by selling them into
forced labour or sexual slavery. Equally incomprehensible was the fact that there were buyers
for those children. It is a tragic commentary that heartless consumers fuel the greed of sellers.
What needs to happen to challenge the heart of humanity and see all children as precious
resources to be protected?
Many years ago, when I was still a child, I remember reading a book written by Dale
Evans, the singing cowgirl and wife of actor Roy Rogers, about their daughter who had died.
The book, Angel Unaware, was written in the voice of the little girl, explaining why she had
come to earth and the work she entrusted her mother to continue. Robin was born in 1950 with
Down syndrome in a world that kept “such children” hidden. Her parents helped bring the
disability out of the shadows. Today it seems exploited and disadvantaged children of the world
still need a voice.
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January 6: Simply take time
“If you seek peace, be still. If you seek wisdom, be silent.” Becca Lee
2010: The partially clothed body of Leslie Ann Talley, age 29, mother of two little boys,
was found on a north end Edmonton road among new home construction. Leslie, a
member of Dene Tha First Nation in northern Alberta, had been bludgeoned to death.
Dear precious little Cara,
1975: While you stayed in neo-natal intensive care, I returned to university. With only
one class and one practicum needed to complete my Social Work degree, it seemed like the best
thing to do. I was anxious to become self-supporting and pay off my debts.
In retrospect, I wish I had taken just the class, extended my student loan, and completed
my practicum the following fall. I am surprised no one said to me, “Kathy, the best thing and the
healthiest thing you can do for your daughter and yourself is simply take time to be with her for
the next few months.” Instead, I was busy all day with classes and certainly felt the judgment of
the nurses when I visited the hospital each evening for the month you were there.
My stress soared when you were discharged earlier than expected. Caring for you in the
evening, waking up for night feedings, and delivering you to my aunt who agreed to watch you
during the day, were added responsibilities before my own long day started. Thankfully, after a
couple weeks, Auntie Benevolent agreed to keep you from Monday morning to Friday evening
until I finished my classes.
While I was not eligible for financial assistance as a student, I overcame the shame of
being “on welfare” for a few months after classes were over to get used to being a mother. The
time served us both well. I was fortunate to start a good job by autumn so all seemed to have
been worthwhile with the stress behind us.
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January 7: Our first years together
“Kindness is like snow; it beautifies everything it covers.” Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Dear little Cara,
2005: You often remembered our first six years together, when it was just the two of us,
as the best time. We lived in an apartment with my sister Grace the first year, your crib next to
the bed in my room. I moved my desk to the dining room to make room for your dresser. After
Auntie Grace moved, we stayed briefly in a horrible, run-down apartment before finding the
little house where we lived for almost five years. It was very comfortable and child-friendly.
What a difference a few blocks made. The horrible apartment was a four-plex where the
entrance lights never worked and melting snow in the yard uncovered mounds of dog poop. The
miserable landlord even tried to keep my damage deposit. I learned to master small claims court,
subpoenaing friends for testimony before receiving a favourable judgment.
We rented the main floor of our new little house. My bedroom faced the street; yours
overlooked a pretty backyard with fruit trees and a garden. There was room for a swing set and
paddling pool once summer came. Later, your bouncy horse fit nicely in a corner of our living
room and your white board with magnetic letters and numbers was part of our dining room.
Our life was delightfully simple. You went to “Auntie’s” every morning when I went to
work; she was a wonderful “day mom.” Her three children were like siblings to you, along with
Michelle, the little girl your age who lived next door. You and Michelle became great friends
and grew up in each other’s homes, visiting back and forth through the shared gate.
Evenings and weekends were spent together shopping, playing, watching TV, reading
your books, sharing activities with Michelle and her mom, or visiting friends and relatives. I
remember you perched in the carrier of a grocery cart, singing to your heart’s content.
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January 8: Stubble fields
2003: A beaten and frozen body, later identified as Monique Pitre, age 30, was found
in a stubble field beside a clump of trees south of Fort Saskatchewan. A farmer
discovered her when he checked the field after seeing coyotes in the area. Police
classified the discovery as a “very suspicious death.” Monique was originally from
Ontario.
2008: The body of Sandra Nipshank, age 44, was found frozen on a north Edmonton
walkway. Her family questioned the medical examiner ruling of non-criminal.
My Cara,
Today is the birthday of your cousin Scout. You were born eleven days apart and were
always great friends. That was quite the winter when you both were born. I felt sorry for
Grandma and Grandpa being presented with their first two grandchildren, both “illegitimate,”
within two weeks of each other. Back in the 1970s, children of unmarried parents were still the
exception.
My parents seemed to have lived a reasonably ordinary life up to that point. First there
was me, the oldest, the studious one who went away to university and returned with a pregnancy
shrouded in mystery. I was 26 years old when you were born. Then their fourth child, Uncle
Hippy, who had always been a free spirit and lived away from home off and on since his early
teens, announced his young girlfriend was also expecting. He was 18 and his girlfriend Hopeful
was 16 when Scout was born. They were married a few months later and their daughter Sparkle
joined their family two years later.
You three were the only grandchildren for a number of years and had many good times
together, roaming through the fields at the farm and playing with the animals. You and Scout
liked hanging out together while you and Sparkle shared a love of horses.
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January 9: Unexpected trauma
“All the world is full of suffering; it is also full of overcoming.” Helen Keller
Dear little Cara,
2005: Today Will and I finished packing and bade farewell to his family before heading
south for a few weeks. “Why does the story start with a road trip?” my readers may ask. The
answer is simply that this was my first sequence of free time in many years, free from work for
five weeks, free from the house, and free to let my mind drift with random memories.
A new camera was purchased for the trip as my other one had been stolen in a recent
break-in. Although that was a relatively minor trauma, the events were imprinted in my mind.
One evening, as we pulled in our driveway after returning from a party, I noticed that the light in
my office was on. The basement was also lit up and I knew I hadn’t been downstairs. Our rear
security light did not come on. As I waved my arms to activate it, Will struggled with his key in
the dark. When he pushed open the door and saw the lock assembly on the floor, we realized our
privacy and security had been violated.
We proceeded cautiously through the well-lit house, a foolish decision we realized
afterwards if intruders had still been present, and noted many drawers and doors thrown open
with belongings strewn around the bedroom. Thankfully, the computer was safe and nothing had
been vandalized other than the door. We called police and waited a few hours until they took our
statement and searched for fingerprints. The most obvious print was a big running shoe on the
back door where it had been kicked open.
My camera and most of my good jewellery were gone. The camera had been sitting on
the counter so it was an easy mark. I had been taking pictures of Will’s grand-boys practicing
their handstands. The open weeks ahead were much-needed indeed.
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January 10: Everyone deserves a nice life
Nice: adj. Used as a term of general approval, Pleasant, kind, delightful, fine.
(dictionary.com)
Dear Cara,
2005: Today we began Will’s long-awaited dream of driving south in January and
watching the days get warmer and warmer. The temperature was about –16 °C when we left.
Our first stop was Calgary to have lunch with my friend Dorothy. She had been kind
enough to visit when you stayed with Mike the drummer, on one of your independence runs.
You had forgotten your retainer and I mailed it to her to deliver, surprised that you wanted to
maintain your orthodontic progress. Dorothy took you horse-back riding for the day. It was
disconcerting to see her coping with the aftermath of a stroke, her face paralyzed and drooling.
Dorothy and I had attended Social Work classes together in Calgary and she helped me
when I was pregnant, giving me a whole car full of household items. I know you liked her
because you gave her one of your little pewter horses when she visited us in Edmonton. True to
Dorothy’s nature, she gave Will and me an extra blanket for the car in case of emergency.
That evening we arrived in Fort Macleod, a friendly community with many historic
buildings. After supper, we visited cousins you would have called a “nice” family. Their home
was exceptionally welcoming, neat and tidy, with everyone sociable and soft-spoken. They were
wonderful hosts and even the dog was friendly.
I remember you asking, when we lived with Block, why we couldn’t have a “nice” home.
I started dating Block (as I have chosen to call him) when you were in grade one, and although
we lived together almost ten years, civility was often lacking in the junky old house we shared
with him and his sons. The added security of two incomes hardly seems justified in retrospect
and it’s hard to remember that Block was ever supportive.
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January 11: Human Trafficking Awareness Day
“Realize the past no longer holds you captive. It can only continue to hurt you if you
hold on to it. Let the past go. A simply abundant world awaits.”
Sarah Ban Breathnach in Simple Abundance (January 11, 1995)
2007: The United States Senate designated January 11 as National Human Trafficking
Awareness Day.
Dear Cara,
2005: Day two of my holiday with Will left Alberta behind and new adventures ahead.
As we headed south, weather warnings prevailed for northern and central Alberta.
A leisurely morning drive through Stand Off town site on the Blood Reserve and the
town of Cardston brought back memories of student practicum days before you were born. I was
incredibly naive back then, observing the juxtaposition of the comfortable town with depressing
poverty on the adjacent reserve without questioning the social dynamics. Two other students and
I boarded in town in the shadow of the stately Temple, built in the 1890s, and were initially
surprised when people in town would ask, “You’re not Mormon, are you?”
From Cardston we drove a few minutes south through rolling hills to the border crossing.
Majestic mountains rose on our right as we skirted Glacier Park to the summit, the road fringed
with beautiful snow-laden evergreens. The treacherous road to Browning, a small community
nestled in a swirl of foothills, convinced me I would be happier to forgo scenic routes in favour
of better highways.
Browning brought back memories of a fellow I met in Calgary before my university days.
When I asked his name, he said something that sounded like “Paiiaatt.” I tried to repeat it
phonetically and he did the same until I realized he was saying “Pat.” He was from east of
Calgary so I’m not sure where the accent came from except that he probably thought it was cool
to sound American. Sometimes things are not as complicated as they seem.
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Ever-changing scenery marked the drive to Great Falls with mountains visible in all
directions. The weather reached thawing temperatures and we arrived in Great Falls to a slurry
of mud. Word on the road was that a storm was rolling in. All travellers were advised to get
through the mountains as quickly as possible or risk being snowed in for days. With that thought
in mind, we pushed on through breath-taking mountain scenery past Helena, Boulder, and Butte.
Darkness fell as we continued along the icy Moneda Pass. By the time we reached Idaho Falls
that evening, I was numb from eleven hours on the road and relieved to have arrived safely.

January 12: Top of the world? End of the world?
2003: The body of a second woman was found five days after a similar discovery, five
kilometres away, in a farmer’s field near Sherwood Park. She was identified as
Melissa Munch, age 20, mother of two daughters. Melissa was described as
humorous and a gifted artist. She had moved from Calgary to Edmonton in hopes of a
new beginning.
Dear Cara,
2005: Today marked day three of our holiday. We had a lovely night except for a Hemi
revving outside our window at 5 a.m. A trucker was getting ready for work, no doubt. My mind
jumped to random stories of drivers requesting “service” at rest stops from young women posing
as “cleaners” and of the many girls disappearing along the Highway of Tears back home in
northern British Columbia, where public transportation was limited.
We ran into heavy winds on the road and experienced many incredible changes of
scenery. Lava rock jumble was followed by snowy sagebrush flats and fields of irrigation once
the valley opened sufficiently. A climb took us to the Idaho-Utah border before we descended to
Salt Lake City.
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We caught a glimpse of the great Lake on our right as we passed swampy fields and
horses searching for patches of higher ground in their ram-shackle acreages with small dirt yards.
I thought of you because I knew you would have felt sorry for the horses.
Snow disappeared during our hour-long drive though Salt Lake City where magnificent
mountains sparkled in the sun. On our left, new developments reached high up the elevations
while an intricate maze of interchanges crisscrossed above us. I marvelled at the infrastructure
that allowed every house up the mountain to have bathrooms that could flush.
It was chilly with snow when we stopped for gas in the fresh mountain air. After more
climbing we reached a plateau, so high the mountaintops were almost at eye level. It was
definitely a “top of the world” feeling. Coming down the mountain was more of an “end of the
world” feeling, with huge trucks barrelling down the road, racing each other for position and
continually weaving in and out of traffic to maintain their momentum.
Highway 15 unexpectedly crossed the northwest tip of Arizona through the spectacular
Virgin River Canyon. Enormous rock cliffs towered above us the road wound its way through a
river valley before the cliffs gave way to open spaces dotted with cactus sentinels.

January 13: Digging deeper
We met a very interesting fellow from Colorado, a well-driller. He was confident the
world had an abundant supply of water; we just needed to dig a little deeper, he said.
Dear Cara,
2005:

We stayed at Mesquite over night as we wanted to approach Las Vegas in

daylight. The temperature was 10 °C. What a simple pleasure, all the more so when we phoned
home to learn of –26 °C temperatures in Alberta and blizzard warnings in Manitoba! Will had
accomplished his dream of driving to warmer weather.
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Warm, sun-kissed Nevada seemed far from the terrible murders in Edmonton. After
chatting yesterday about the miracles of infrastructure and reflecting how easy it is to take water
for granted, we happened to meet a well-driller. He told us that all the water in Los Angeles,
second largest city in the United States, was piped from Colorado.
The final leg to Las Vegas was a path of broken mesas, eroded eons ago, and fields of
cacti. Clouds of haze hung over the city and traffic congested as we exited the freeway on to the
famous strip. My first impression was that it was miles and miles of glitz. After parking on a
side street, we ventured further on foot and soon learned that accommodation rates varied
considerably and increased dramatically for the weekend. We also quickly learned the many
friendly faces were not ambassadors of the city but in fact time-share salespeople.
Hotels opened to unrelenting noise in an immense sea of casino machines. Upon arrival,
one needed to scan the horizon for signs of a registration desk, or more expediently a washroom,
and weave through rows of machines to reach the chosen destination.
At one less-than-stellar hotel, Will commented one would think the best and brightest
employees would be assigned to registration. On second thought, he added, “maybe they are” as
we carried on. We settled on relative quiet and sophistication with the Westin, gratefully
unloaded, and headed out to explore.
We watched Mirage volcano and followed crowds to Treasure Island for a glimpse of
pirates diving from their ship. Surprisingly, Celine Dion tickets were available and we were
awed by her phenomenal performance. The theatre held four thousand people and she was able
to fill it every night, even with security measures equivalent to flying or entering the House of
Commons in Ottawa.
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January 14: Exploitation is not entertainment
Travel is a wonderful opportunity for new and exciting experiences. Las Vegas is a
world onto itself where one can easily become captivated.
Hi Cara,
2005: Today was day five of our holiday, day two in Vegas. I love to travel and wish
you and I had done more together. I wanted to take you to Disneyland when you were 12 but
that didn’t happen. We moved to Nova Scotia instead and life went downhill from there. The
“trips” you chose later were ones we could not share.
We woke to one of Will’s children calling from freezing Edmonton. In contrast, Vegas
weather was glorious and throughout the day I gained a new appreciation of what the city had to
offer. My mind had been closed by the emphasis on gambling and I was further dismayed by the
proliferation of junior pimps harassing tourists at every intersection, handing out glossy photos
of scantily clad women. It was refreshing to realize a legitimate array of entertainment existed.
The first highlight of my day was a double showerhead, a bit extravagant perhaps in an
area of water shortage, but enjoyable nevertheless. We headed south on the strip, visited Paris,
browsed in the Coca-Cola pavilion, endured more solicitations of vendors, rode the Monorail,
and viewed the MGM wedding chapels and lion exhibit.
We proceeded to Tropicana, where we missed the ceiling acrobatics, and to the medieval
fortress of Excalibur, where we missed the fire-breathing dragon and duelling knights. We
marvelled at the New York roller coaster and the fountains of Bellagio with people swimming in
the courtyard pools.
Back in our room, we watched a Larry King Live memorial of Elvis Presley who would
have turned 70 that week. The miracle of Elvis is that he remains forever young in the hearts and
minds of his fans. Will and I decided to stay an extra day in Vegas.
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January 15: Mysteries of Egypt
The tomb could have been an ancient murder scene.
Dear little Cara,
2005: In Spanish, “Las Vegas” means “the meadow.” The city was so named by early
settlers because of underground springs that broke through the desert floor to create a lush,
grassy oasis.
Today we headed north to the older strip and visited hotels such as the Stardust, Frontier,
and Circus Circus, no doubt extravagant in their day when glitz and neon were in vogue. The
highlight of the afternoon was a delightful trolley driver, a young black woman with a booming,
cheerful voice. Her continual chatter included such admonitions as, “Hang on, we’s a-turnin’,
we’s a-turnin,’ turnin’ right, we’s a-turnin’, we’s a-turnin’; speed bump, don’t forget the back
wheels; we’s a-turnin’, turnin’ left,” etc. She called most people “sugar” and aptly demonstrated
how she took what could have been a boring job and made it very much her own.
We missed the sharks at Mandalay Bay on our way to Luxor, the spectacular pyramidshaped hotel with amazing architecture and design. Rooms honeycombed along the walls were
accessed by “inclinators” along the inside ridges of the pyramid. Luxor was named after the
Valley on the Kings in Egypt, where the famous tomb of King Tutankhamun was found in 1923.
King Tut, the boy king, died over thirty-two centuries ago in 1343 B.C. in his late teens.
He was believed by many to have been murdered. Inside the hotel was a complete replica of the
King’s tomb and chambers. Although I am fascinated by Egyptian life, it was disconcerting to
me that this could represent an unresolved crime scene. King Tut had two female babies
entombed with him, possibly twins born prematurely.
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January 16: Imagine a mother’s pain
2010: Bernadette Auger, age 48, originally from Wabasca, was killed in a confrontation
with Edmonton City Police. She was brandishing a replica gun.
Dear Cara,
2003:

The Edmonton Journal gave my letter front-page coverage after two young

women were found murdered:
Imagine a Mother’s Pain
Imagine, if you can, an attractive young daughter having difficulty at school,
struggling with self-esteem, yet adventurous and fun-loving, experimenting with
lifestyle risks – so far not that different than many teens.
Then imagine that same young lady falling prey to drug use, introduced by socalled friends.
Imagine her becoming mentally unstable, requiring frequent hospitalizations and
becoming more and more socially challenged between discharges as she gravitates to
the world of street life…
Imagine being blamed by some for being too lenient and “enabling,” by others
for not being more supportive…
Imagine visiting your child in condemned houses and cheap hotels. Imagine the
helplessness of fearing for her life as you watch her sink into the abyss of an
unknown world.
Could the pain get any worse? Oh yes… (See December 8.)
2005: Parents who lose children learn to live with a shadow of pain continually eclipsing
their lives. The shadow lengthens and shortens at times, sometimes even dissipating for a few
moments, but it never really goes away.
We returned to Mandalay Bay for Mama Mia, a wonderfully energetic, funny, and
inspiring performance featuring the music of ABBA. In spite of people dancing in the aisles, I
had a tearful moment wondering what happened to your fairy tale.
I was not sorry to leave Las Vegas. Although we had some amazing experiences, the sad
and ominous undercurrent prevailed that for many, it was not a happy place to be.
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January 17: The Grand Canyon
“Descendants of the Pueblo people who lived here long ago consider Grand Canyon to
be where they emerged from a dark and self-centered past into a glorious present.
They regard the time they lived here with great reverence. It can be that way for us,
too. … Although it is challenging and dangerous, the Canyon is inspiring as well. There
is something nameless that we all seek, beyond our mere survival. The Pueblo people
found it at Grand Canyon long ago, as we can today.”
Susan Lamb in Grand Canyon: the Vault of Heaven (1995, p.1-2)
2015: RCMP Constable David Wynn, age 42, was shot in the line of duty, gunned
down at a St. Albert Casino while attempting to apprehend a suspect in a stolen vehicle
investigation. He died four days later, survived by his wife Shelly and three sons.
While I focus on the missing and murdered women of the Edmonton area, I also want to
remember others who were recognized as heroes.
Dear Cara, I’m still missing you,
2005: This morning we checked out of our hotel and headed downtown to Fremont
Street for breakfast. Fremont is home of the original strip and was revitalized in the mid-1990s.
After breakfast we continued south to Hoover Dam, another remarkable phenomenon
constructed over five years from 1931 to 1936 to harness the power of the Colorado River. The
river was diverted away from the construction site by blasting tunnels through canyon walls.
Eight thousand workers toiled to build the dam, which measures 660 feet thick at its base
and 726 feet in height. The huge reservoir named Lake Mead generates enough power to serve
1.3 million people a year. Electric power is taken for granted by many.
From the Hoover Dam we drove through ever-changing scenery with flat desert and
rolling hills dotted with cedar bushes. The first time I saw the Grand Canyon was from the air on
a flight from Denver to San Diego, ironically for a conference on “working with trauma.” As I
marvelled at the changing scenery below, all of a sudden, it was as if the earth split open. I was
going to ask but suddenly realized what it must be.
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Today, we enjoyed spectacular views from many different look-outs from west to east,
rugged cliffs giving way unexpectedly to a vast chasm of emptiness. The Colorado River,
almost two miles above sea level at its headwaters and almost 1800 miles in length, is the
primary force that carved the dramatic rock faces and ridges of the Canyon over 5.5 million
years. North Rim reflected back about ten miles across from our South Rim viewpoint.
Cara, you were so excited when Mike the drummer took you for a walk along the
riverbank in Edmonton after we’d lived there for several months. Sometimes we need new eyes
to see the beauty around us. I wonder what you would think of this.

January 18: We are all treaty people
“You will always be cared for, for all time…”
Dear Cara,
When my grandparents, your great-grandparents, homesteaded on open Canadian prairies
in the early 1900s, it seemed as if vast areas of land were simply waiting to be claimed. Being
educated in England, they would have known a new continent was discovered and explored by
early Europeans, starting with Christopher Columbus in 1492, who searched for a western
passage to Asia. They would have learned about English and French governments promoting
colonization to support fur trade while battles for control raged in Europe and North America.
The United States of America’s Declaration of Independence from colonial rule in 1776
would have been significant to the ancestry in Europe. Almost 100 years later, the relatively
small Dominion of Canada was proclaimed. On July 1, 1867, Canada was defined as a country
with the union of four colonies - Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick - and a
population of over 3 million.
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I wonder what early settlers knew of the original inhabitants. It is often overlooked that
Canada was previously populated by many tribes of Indigenous people, now known as First
Nations, before the European invasion disrupted their cultures and deprived their freedom of
movement. It is ironic that while many Europeans came to Canada to create new lives, the
existing populations were exiled to the margins of society.
With the Indian Act of 1876, the Canadian government claimed jurisdiction over “Indians
and lands reserved for Indians.”

As Canada expanded to the west and north, a series of

numbered treaties were signed to contain and supposedly protect the First Nations people within
their own land.
The following map (from Wikipedia) illustrates the Numbered Treaties of Canada with
borders approximated and the years they were signed:
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2003: Edmonton Sun published a moving letter from concerned citizen Ed Campbell:
“We ask [the media] to please stop using [derogatory words] to describe the children
and women who turn to the streets for survival. Some are mothers, some are
daughters, all are persons. On the street, they meet abuse, degradation, desperation.
We urge [the media] to give them some respect by not degrading them… They are
vulnerable and exploited persons. … It takes a lot of help to leave and to heal from
the trauma.”

January 19: First Nations’ spiritual connection to land
“The semantic difference between languages and cultures may well have been too vast
for even the best translator to bridge.”
The Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan
My precious Cara,
2005:

As we drove away from Grand Canyon, I wondered about the great rift in

Canadian culture of First Nations people being forced from their land that matched the splitting
of the earth in this location. Not surprisingly, there is now discussion about whether the
translations of the treaties were fully understood by First Nations people.
The first wave of treaties occurred from 1871 to 1877, involving the First Nations people
of what is now southern Manitoba and extending north and west to include northern Manitoba
and the southern portions of Saskatchewan and Alberta. In 1876, the Indian Act declared
“Indian” people legal wards of the Canadian government, and residential schools were
sanctioned as a means of assimilating their children into the dominant culture.
By 1880, eleven residential schools were established in Canada, with children forcibly
taken from their families and often subjected to horrendous abuse. Your father’s parents may
have been among those confined to residential schools. It was not a topic we discussed.
Back in the present, Will and I continued our incredible journey. It was chilly along the
Canyon, warm through the south valley, and cool again in Flagstaff with a foot of snow. It was
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too dark to see the red cliffs of Sedona so we carried on to Phoenix via another flying trip down a
mountain. The next day we were lounging by the pool in the ironically named Apache Junction.
Cara, I know you would have been happy soaking up the sun.
We called home to learn of a baby with many medical challenges born to friends of the
family. It seems few lives remain untouched by adversity and we seldom know what sorrow
people carry in their hearts. Our shared destiny is to find new ways to celebrate survival.

In Medicine Wheel tradition, Rest and Cleansing Moon awakens the music and light of
nature, teaching us to more playful, open, gentle, and loving while the earth is at rest. It is
a time to develop communication, spiritual depth, and delight.

January 20: Rest and Cleansing Moon
1983: Long before the multiplication of missing and murdered women Edmonton area,
Tania Murrell, age 6, vanished on her way home from school for lunch. She has never
been found. Tania’s story has shadowed Edmonton for decades. It is a chilling
reminder that children can be abducted in broad daylight and disappear.
2015: RCMP Constable David Wynn died four days after being shot in St. Albert.
Dear Cara,
2005: The day’s news included a fatality inquiry into the death of a young woman a year
earlier. Alexandra Jacko-Peche, age 15, was found November 2003 in a parked car with a 51year-old man and a crack pipe. Both had been asphyxiated by carbon monoxide. Alexandra’s
father spoke outside of the inquiry, blaming himself for her death. (See November 20.)
Of course, it is the nature of caregivers to wish we could have done more and to wish we
had known how to prevent terrible fates. The name of the deceased older man, reportedly dressed
in his underwear, was not released. Nor was there any mention of his responsibility in exploiting
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a vulnerable teen. He was spared shame and censure in his death, while parents of the victim
chastised themselves for hers.
In only eleven days on the road, we experienced many different climates, geographies,
and people. We tend to become stuck in our immediate world and forget that culture is relative.
Unlike snow, silence does not beautify tragedy. The criminal and his victim are forever linked in
death. Sexual predators, who exploit vulnerable young women and lure them into garages to
smoke crack, must be held accountable.

January 21: Life and Death
1999: The decomposing body of Stacey Leanne Cardinal, age 20, mother of two, was
found rolled in plastic bags and blankets in a downtown Edmonton suite. A male
companion was later charged with indignities to a dead body. Stacey’s death was
attributed to cocaine toxicity.
Dear Cara,
Stacey Cardinal was survived by two young daughters. A former court worker, Mark
Cherrington, later found the girls and gave them crafts Stacey had made in therapy. She had
asked him to keep them for her children if something happened to her. On December 29, 2000,
he recounted for the Edmonton Journal Stacey’s version of “Life and Death,” told in her words
as he remembered them:
“You don’t know life and you don’t know death…
“Death is when you’re in a crack house and your boyfriend of the week gets into it
with somebody else. You’re 15 and he’s 40. Unfortunately for him, he owed some
other guy a lot of money. While you’re sitting on the couch at this party, this guy
wants to make an example of your boyfriend. So he stabs him in the neck. You sit
there and watch your boyfriend of the week start gurgling and spraying blood all
over. The other people scatter and you sit there and watch this, hold his hand and
watch his skin turn grey and his breathing stops. You’re covered in blood and that’s
death.
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“Life is when you’re doing a fix with some other whore you don’t know. All you
know is that she’s pregnant and whacked out. She goes to the washroom and after 15
minutes you hear groans and vomiting, so you knock on the door and, having no
answer, open it a bit. There, standing over the toilet bowl, is this lady. Hanging out
of her is gobs of blood and a cord leading to the toilet. So, you go over there and
pull the baby out of the water. You hold the baby’s head down and stick your fingers
up its mouth. You sit the girl on the floor, not tearing the cord. The baby starts to
scream. You start to scream. That’s life.”
2003: A flurry of letters followed the discoveries of the bodies of two more young
women five days and five kilometres apart. Here is one example from the Edmonton Journal:
DeWayne Brown was an outreach worker for many years with street agencies:
“… It saddens me once again to see confusion over what to call the men, women,
and children who are involved… It disappoints me further to hear a member of my
community, who is there to assist those involved in this devastating environment,
comfortable with the label “sex trade” worker. …
… Carpentry, pipefitting or plumbing are trades and there is a great satisfaction in
coming home after work, knowing with pride that you have made a difference. The
people involved in prostitution are dying to find something better.
No parent wants their child to enter into the trade of sex. I don’t see a booth set up
at our schools on career day. I don’t see it listed with the provincial apprenticeship
board.
The city has made great strides in the work we have done to protect those forced to
survive through this abuse, and prevent children from entering this horrific
environment. Let’s keep up the great work of debunking myths.
Make no mistake. Prostitution is not a trade. It is exploitation with dire
consequences.”

January 22: Exploitation is consumer-driven
2005: The RCMP released a report that Corrie Renee Ottenbreit, age 27, was missing
since May 9, 2004. Why it took so long to report her disappearance is unknown.
Dear Cara,
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2005: Alberta was –20 °C, but it was hard to imagine the cold here in Arizona. This
morning we visited Nogales, and the difference between Mexico and the United States became
shockingly evident at the border. We parked on the American side and crossed an impressive
barricade that made me think of the Berlin Wall. Once in Mexico, we saw small shacks
randomly scattered up a hill overlooking the city. There was no evidence of power lines
extending that far and certainly no plumbing as people were chucking wastewater out their
doors.
The sales-people were as persistent as I remembered from Thailand with many versions
of “You buy, you buy; how much you pay?” It was heartbreaking to see precious little children
prodded to approach tourists with trays of trinkets. I bought some bright paper flowers, hoping
to discourage further peddlers. Instead, it seemed to target me as a potential buyer.
In contrast to the despair around us, I was struck by the image on a T-shirt of a beautiful
young woman kneeling to release an abundance of butterflies from her outstretched arms. As we
crossed back over the great divide, I had a new appreciation of why Mexican people might be
anxious to leave the poverty of their country for new chances in the United States.

January 23: Kokopelli, symbol of hope and creativity
Today was the beginning of Canada’s National Non-smoking Week. As we identify
physical harm to our bodies from smoking, surely we can recognize the harm to society
from exploitation and find new ways to create happiness and joy for all people.
Dear Cara,
2005: This morning we went to the biggest flea market I have ever seen, probably three
square blocks under one tent roof, with every conceivable product available. We purchased Tshirts for the grand-boys and I decided on kokopelli candleholders for my work friends.
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Something about that image caught my fancy.

Kokopelli, the stooped figure of a

wandering peddler, his back arched like a rainbow and playing his flute, was thought to be a
symbol of fertility and prosperity. Some said his sack contained seeds of all plants and flowers;
others said it carried the gift of song and music or magic and healing. It was speculated that the
figure was originally derived from travelling traders in Peru and Central America who
announced their arrival with a flute.
Kokopelli is credited with a whimsical nature, charitable deeds, and a vital spirit. His
carefree nature seems to bring out the good in others. He is known as a magician, storyteller,
teacher, healer, trickster, trader, rain-maker, general deity, and god of the harvest.

His

irresistible charisma has been reinvented time and again by storytellers, artists, and craftsmen.
The following tribute is from www.indigeneouspeople.net:
“His flute was said to symbolize happiness and joy. When he played his flute, the
sun came out, the snow melted, grass began to grow, birds began to sing, and all the
animals gathered around to hear his songs. His flute music soothed the Earth and
made it ready to receive his seed. The magic of his flute was also thought to
stimulate creativity and help make good dreams come true.”
Those were enough reasons for me. I hope my new little friend will inspire my creativity so that
my word-seeds can be a blessing on the earth.
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January 24: Nectar of life
Milk comes from cows before it sold in supermarkets.
Hi sweetie,
2005: You would probably be bored by all the things we are learning but I am totally
intrigued. On day 15 of our holiday, we travelled east from Apache Junction, proceeding
leisurely on a lesser travelled road. We passed many versions of cacti and desert, surprisingly
green vegetation, the stately saguaros native to Arizona, then through the mountains of New
Mexico. A beautiful double-rainbow was visible through the rain although much lower on the
horizon than what we’re used to seeing in Alberta. We speculated our proximity to the equator
somehow changed the refraction of light.
We were amazed by miles and miles of dairy farms as we continued through New Mexico.
My estimate was at least ten miles of pens, with each seeming to contain thousands of cows.
Will, once a dairy farmer, wondered where all the feed originated while I, with ecological
sensitivity, wondered how the waste was handled. Apparently, warm dry climate, inexpensive
land, and desirable feed crops all contributed to make dairy a growing industry.
Random internet searches revealed the 2004 population of dairy cows in New Mexico
was 290,000 with an average herd size of 1600 to 1700. Dairy operations reportedly generated
2-3 pounds of manure for every pound of milk. Over five billion pounds of milk were produced
annually with about half processed locally into cheese. New Mexico dairies employed over 3000
people and were one of the largest purchasers of feed crop in the state.
And yes, there were concerns about flies and manure. Thankfully, the New Mexico
Environment Department attempted to regulate all aspects of solid and liquid manure storage,
treatment, and disposal. Most people take milk and cheese for granted.
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As a child, you revelled in the freedom of being outside at my parents’ farm. I remember
you bundled in a snowsuit and sitting on a bale stack all day. You happily announced, “I love
farming!” when you came back to the house.

January 25: Can parenting skills be learned?
2005: The barefoot, partially-clad body of a young woman was found frozen under a
pile of snow in a north Edmonton parking lot. She was identified as Samantha Tayleen
Berg, age 19, and had been missing over a month. Samantha was described as quiet,
street smart, and working to overcome her addictions. Her grandmother said she was
“a sweet kid who got in contact with the wrong people.” Samantha’s death was officially
declared a homicide ten months later on September 13, 2005.
Hello again my Cara,
2005: After leaving El Paso, we meandered off the highway to view local agriculture and
what we thought would be the mighty Rio Grande. Orchards of nut trees, branches black in this
season, were meticulously planted equal distances apart so that even the diagonals formed
straight lines.
We stopped at a border crossing to take a picture from the bridge and realized the Rio
Grande was barely a trickle, what we would call a “creek” back home. The guard related that
people even try to drive across at times to reach the American side.
We passed at least two checkpoints where we were questioned as to our nationality and
the car was visually checked, presumably for extra passengers. We had an extra day before our
planned arrival in Dallas so decided to visit the caves at Sonora. While Will slept, I watched
Supernanny on TV and wondered if things could have been different if I had learned better
parenting skills earlier.
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January 26: Life defined by best and worst moments
If I could do it over, I would tell you every day how special you were to me.
My darling Cara,
Your spirit is always with me. For sure, you were greatest blessing of my life and I regret
my times of impatience. I wonder what your answers would be about the best and worst in your
life. You always liked excitement. Riding camp and the time you spent with your horse were
probably among your best times.
Your teenage years seemed to bring more conflict. I remember once when you phoned to
come home early from a grade nine dance. I picked you up and must have provided appropriate
reassurance because that time we had a good evening together.
2005: When we arrived for the Caves of Sonora tour, Will took only a few steps inside
before turning back because of his claustrophobia. He was able to watch a virtual tour on video
at the gift shop. I proceeded with the group through an hour and half of underground tunnels and
caverns. It was amazing to think so many beautiful formations came into being over thousands
of years in darkness and had no colour except when lit by an external source.
Fascinating though it was, that will probably be my first and last cave experience. I had
enough difficulty on prepared paths with electric lights, dealing with occasional fear of falling as
we passed deep openings and continual fear of power failure. It was very hot and hard to breathe
down below. There is no way I could even think about crawling through tunnels into unknown
spaces with only a flashlight to guide me as cave explorers do.
I wonder if you would have liked caving. My guess is not. You were always more
attracted to the social world.
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January 27: International Holocaust Remembrance Day
1945: The Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp was liberated, revealing one of
history’s most terrible periods. Over six million Jews and millions of others were
persecuted and killed because of their beliefs, race, sexual orientation, or disabilities.
We must remember all victims, honour survivors and pledge to protect the humanity of
all citizens.
2001: Kelly Dawn Reilly, age 23, mother of two, was found in a remote gravel pit near
Villeneuve, northwest of Edmonton. Her body indicated she died after a violent
struggle. Her mother last saw her two weeks earlier on January 11. She described her
as independent and feisty, but Kelly feared she would not survive her crack addiction.
Hello again my little one,
Kelly’s mother became a friend of mine after our common tragedies. It seemed you and
Kelly were alike in many ways and we often wondered if you knew each other. Her mother
described Kelly as a popular girl who always believed she would die before her 25th birthday.
She became addicted to crack cocaine during the last four years of her life.
2005: Last night Will and I explored the river walk area of San Antonio. It was
incredibly beautiful, lush, and charming. A natural loop in the river had been developed into a
waterfront paradise with restaurants, shops, and picturesque bridges across the canals.
After breakfast, we were off to explore the Alamo. I learned the Alamo was a story of
defeat in the name of freedom and where Davey Crockett met his end. After visiting the shrine
and barracks where the final battle had been fought, we proceeded to an IMAX theatre to watch
the battle re-enacted on film. The Alamo was lost on the thirteenth day of the siege. I wondered
if this was the origin of “unlucky 13.”
I also wondered about the symbolism of “crossing the line” when the Fort commander
asked those who would stay with him to cross the line. All did but one. Would I have had the
courage to stay and fight when it meant certain death? You certainly risked death with the life
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you lived. Did you really know the risks and was it really a choice? Or did you experience
moments of glory in your quest?
We also watched a movie called Adrenalin Rush: The Science of Risk and learned that
people with fewer dopamine inhibitors have higher tolerance for risk and can have a
predisposition for criminal behavior. Again I thought of you. No doubt I have higher than
average inhibitors because I have a very low tolerance for risk. You seemed to be quite the
opposite.

January 28: Culture is a relative experience
As you consider this idea of oneness, remind yourself that every ugly thought that you
have toward another is something you are thinking about yourself.
Wayne Dyer in Your Sacred Self (2001, p.70)
2000: Richard Spencer, age 27, was found guilty of second-degree murder in the death
of Sherry Ann Upright, age 25, and sentenced to “life” with no possibility of parole for
10 years. (See January 3.) In Canada, a life sentence is a maximum of 30 years.
Dear Cara,
Wayne Dyer says we play a role as co-creator of our own reality, that as we discard the
belief that we are separate from everyone else, we acquire a reverence that will turn into love.
On the other hand, is the evil of some people a reflection of the sadness in their lives?
I remember having a moment of clarity many years ago. I was listening to a popular
morning radio host talk about “covering the city like a blanket” while I struggled with pantyhose
for work. The arbitrariness of both activities struck me as completely absurd and I realized any
culture is simply how we experience ourselves at any given moment. You would have been
about three years old. Our life together was certainly all you knew.
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2005: Part of my excitement in visiting Texas was the opportunity to see Buddy and his
family. Buddy was the older of Block’s two sons and filled the role of protective step-brother.
He refused to move to Nova Scotia but lived with us again after you and I moved back to
Edmonton and he was a struggling university student. He was a great support to me postseparation and I was able to help him debrief the history he’d heard from his mother. He and his
friends were good to you during your teenage escapades.
Buddy was home with the children when we arrived in Lewisville. Little Eve was the
picture of sweetness and innocence with her pixie face and affectionate manner. Adam was a
typical one-year-old toddler, constantly on the move and into everything.
My concern was that Buddy seemed tired. He gives his pound of flesh at work and
dedicates his whole heart to his family. He is a devoted and caring father, patient with the
children and generous with his beautiful wife Belle. Their home was palatial, exquisitely
decorated with magnificent furniture, ornate vases, classic statues, dramatic centrepieces, huge
mirrors, majestic window dressings, and bouquets of flowers cascading over the kitchen
cupboard.
My thought was that Belle shopped at places I’d never even visited. I noticed silk-screen
prints of the Canadian North, carefully selected as wedding gifts, were stored away in the
exercise room. Although uniquely beautiful, they were apparently not in sync with Belle’s taste.

January 29: Public demonstration
“We see the struggles of these women every day. No one is here by choice; it’s the
addiction, it’s the abuse, it’s the pimps that keep them here.”
Outreach worker quoted in the Edmonton Journal (Jan 30, 2005)
Dear Cara,
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2005: Buddy expressed concern about the women dying in Edmonton. Samantha Berg,
age 19, recently found (January 25) was a good friend of Rachel Quinney, also age 19, found the
previous spring (June 11) in a field east of the city. Samantha was last seen alive in December.
In the meantime, an RCMP Project KARE task force was struck in November 2003 to
investigate the disappearance or deaths of 79 women from the Prairies and territories. Samantha
had registered with Project KARE in December 2003.
Women on the street were invited to provide their name, address, next of kin, any
identifying information as well as strands of hair for a DNA sample. The information was kept
on file to aid the investigations of unidentified bodies.
In Edmonton, Samantha’s death brought more than 150 people to the streets in a public
demonstration of grief and anger. Marchers, holding candles and waving placards, walked along
the avenue where many of the women used to stand. A cousin shared her thoughts: “God must
have heard Sam’s cries and offered her peace. Her tragedy could have been my own. We all
deserve a second chance.” Others carried banners and called on government for more housing.
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January 30: White picket fence a symbol of peace?
There is an ancient Zen teaching that says: “If you understand, things are just as they
are. If you do not understand, things are just as they are.” This is the essence of
acceptance and the way of arriving rather than striving.
Wayne Dyer in Your Sacred Self (2001, p.283-284)
Good morning my sweetie,
2005: I wish you could be here with us visiting Buddy in Texas instead of your picture
hanging on his wall. You would love this pretty house with its storybook themes. The playroom
was decorated in a yellow Winnie the Pooh theme with swings and butterflies on the walls.
Adam’s room was burgundy and navy with lots of trucks and little boy accessories.
Eve’s room featured a white picket fence along one wall with flowers and grass growing
in tufts along the top railing. She had a little table for tea parties, piles of pillows on her bed,
clouds painted on her walls, and a closet overflowing with clothes. Belle said every little girl
wants a white picket fence so she put one in Eve’s room.
I remember you wanting that when we were in Nova Scotia. You would have been
twelve the year we moved and you even sent a letter to your friends back in Alberta telling them
we’d found a new home with a white picket fence. I wonder what the symbolism behind that
fantasy was for you, that we had a happy family life?
What I found most uncomfortable about the big beautiful house was the master suite on
the main floor. I mentioned I would find it difficult to sleep so far away from the children and
Buddy admitted he slept on the couch in the TV room to be closer to them.
Today was day 21 of our trip, three weeks since we left home. It was another busy
evening before the children were settled. Will turned in early while the rest of us reminisced
about old times until midnight.
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January 31: Remembering all who are killed
“May all who leave here know the impact of violence.”
Oklahoma Memorial Wall
Dear little Cara,
2005: Will and I were on the road again after our wonderful visit with Buddy and his
family. It was a wet rainy day as we left Texas and headed north.
In an hour or so we reached Oklahoma and stopped for a late breakfast at a delightful
diner named “Prairie Kitchen” just across the border. Will noticed grits on the menu and asked
for a sample to see how they tasted. A fellow in the next booth drawled, “Grits don’t taste like
nothing ‘cept what you put on them.” True, they were like a rather bland cream of wheat,
although made from corn kernels.
On April 19, 1995, a terrorist hid a bomb in a car in an Oklahoma parking garage and the
resultant explosion killed 168 people. While we did not stop to visit the monument, my thoughts
were with the community and families of the many people killed. Each life lost was honoured
with their name on a memorial chair.
The words on the memorial wall proclaim:
We come here to remember those who were killed,
those who survived and those changed forever.
May all who leave here know the impact of violence.
May this memorial offer comfort, strength, peace, hope and serenity.
Horror seems more evident when many lives are targeted at one time. Oklahoma’s response is a
valuable symbol of the respect I believe all victims deserve: to be named and individually
recognized.
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February is often considered the month of love. The great buffalo, spirit animal of Winter,
faces the future head-first, steadfast, and grounded by deep connection to Life and the
personal power of wisdom. Winter is a time of reflection, dreaming forth endless possibilities
of new life, and recognizing truth is often forged by trauma.
February 1: Sexually exploited are forgotten victims
“Love doesn’t hide. It stays and fights. It goes the distance. That’s why God made
love so strong. So it can carry you … all the way home.”
Thought for the day from Touched by an Angel (1997)
“The most solid comfort one can fall back upon is the thought that the business of one’s
life is the help in some small way to reduce the sum of ignorance, degradation, and
misery on the face of this beautiful earth.” George Elliot 1819-1880
From Samantha Berg’s Celebration of Life, 2005
Dear Cara,
1997: Letters to the Edmonton Journal expressed concern about the victimization of
women on the street. Several readers responded to a male contributor who earlier condemned a
sting against johns as bordering on human rights abuse:
“… For any person to reduce the problem of street prostitution to the same level as
casual, consensual sex is repulsive.
[She]…is the victim on the streets, lured by pimps into her trade which is strongly
supported by “johns.” These johns and pimps are no better than rapists, and should
be punished just as severely. Freedom of choice is of little consequence to
[someone] who has to deal with the emotional and physical abuses of their everyday
existence…
Forgotten victims suffer countless crimes each day. And each day, these crimes go
unanswered and unavenged…”
Chi-Yan Shang
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“… So sex-needy males are hungry beggars after scraps, are they? Is it not against
human rights and ethics for girls and women to be considered scraps, leftovers, there
for the scavenging to service males’ needs?”
Helen Lavender
“…Why are they not concerned about [the rights] of the [women]? Don’t they have
the right to freedom from harassment? What about the human rights abuses that
these unfortunate people go through daily? What about their “freedom” from those
things we call pimps or the underworld?”
George Smith
1999: The Protection of Children Involved in Prostitution Act became law in Alberta.
This allowed police and social workers to apprehend minors involved in the sex trade and take
them to “safe houses” for assessment, treatment, and counselling. Maximum fines and jail terms
for predatory pimps and johns caught using juveniles for sex were also increased under the act.
This protective legislation, championed by then Conservative MLA Heather Forsyth,
appropriately treated children in the “sex trade” as victims rather than criminals.
The legislation was amended in October 2007 and renamed the Protection of Sexually
Exploited Children Act (PSECA) to better reflect the reality of youth involved.

February 2: Near death
2002: An unnamed woman was found naked and near death, suffering from
hypothermia and numerous injuries, on an oil-well site west of Stony Plain. After
regaining consciousness, she identified as an 18-year-old who had moved from Toronto
seven months earlier. Thankfully she recovered sufficiently to give enough information
for an arrest. A man was later charged and sentenced and still the killings continued.
2006: Aielah Saric-Auger, age 14, disappeared after spending the night at a friend’s
house in Prince George, British Columbia. A week later a passing motorist noticed her
body at the base of a highway embankment. Aielah’s mother, Audrey Auger with her
other daughter Kyla, made a healing walk from Prince George to Gift Lake Métis
Settlement in northern Alberta in 2007, starting where Aielah was found and ending
where she was laid to rest. The trek of 750 kilometres took over two months. In 2009
Audrey and Kyla walked again, 415 kilometres from Gift Lake to Edmonton.
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Dear Cara,

2005: Will and I continued north through Oklahoma and, as we crossed into Kansas, saw
snow again mixed with water puddled in the fields. We continued to Wichita and on through
heavy fog to Salina. At a local café for supper, Will sampled hominy. He found it was made of
big fluffy tasteless kernels of corn, the same from which grits were made.
Day 23 of our trip took us from Salina, Kansas, to Sioux City, Iowa, and north through
rural Nebraska with its massive irrigation systems and cows in fields of mud. We stopped at a
Wal-Mart in Fremont as Will wanted some grits to take home before we left the area. He was
thrilled to find a container of instant mix.
My treat was a new Chicken Soup book. This one, titled Living Your Dreams, reminded
me of Dare to Win, purchased many years earlier when Mark Victor Hansen came to Edmonton.
He encouraged audience members to have pictures taken with him as a reminder to identify with
those who inspire us. A photo of Mark with me continues to have a place of honour in my home.
Today was Groundhog Day and, according to folklore, the bright sun which greeted us
meant six more weeks of winter. South Dakota was flat, reminding me of Saskatchewan. After
consulting our AMA tourist guidebook, we detoured east to visit Mitchell, home of the Corn
Palace. Giants murals made of cornhusks adorned the sides of what was then a civic auditorium.
The project was over one hundred years old and every year new murals were created.

February 3: Peaceful surroundings boost security
It is very frightening for little children when their parents fight because they have no
control and their security is threatened.
Dear Cara,
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2005: Continuing north, we stopped for a quick tour of the small city of Brookings as
darkness was fast approaching.

I read the daily Brookings Register, pleased to see an

advertisement for “post funeral services.” With grief more of an open issue, it seemed quite
appropriate that funeral homes offer additional services to mourners.
Our last night in the United States was spent at Watertown, North Dakota. A loud
crashing and banging noise in the room next door reminded me of noise made by downstairs
neighbours in our little house on 79 Street. Their living room was below my bedroom and I
often startled awake, heart pounding, when they were yelling and fighting. It was relatively easy
to calm myself, knowing I was safely removed and not involved in their anger. Nevertheless, my
reactions gave me new appreciation of how frightening it must be for little children when their
parents fight.
Snow blanketed the fields after we crossed to North Dakota. We lunched in Fargo,
remembering the movie of the same name about a psychotic killer. The temperature dropped to
below freezing. In spite of 25 rewarding days on the road, we smiled with relief to be home safe
in Canada and arrived at Will’s family in Manitoba by late afternoon. His mother looked well,
always reassuring given her aging years, and his sister had prepared a wonderful supper.

February 4: Home is where your heart finds peace
“Family: To come home is to find yourself with those who put your heart at ease.”
Dear Cara,
2005: The above words on a plaque in Will’s brother and sister-in-law’s kitchen reflected
the warmth of their home. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if everyone had that experience of family?
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Growing up, I felt more tolerated than appreciated and I wanted your experience to be
different. I was incredibly nervous when you first came home after a month in hospital and
totally overwhelmed that you were so tiny and dependent. Luckily Auntie Benevolent, later your
godmother, helped look after you while I went to school and we lived with my sister the first
year. I felt less intimidated with other people around, even though you were a very good baby.
When you were 16 months old, we moved into a little rented house with a fenced back
yard. You had just started to walk and I still smile remembering the sound of little footsteps.
The little girl next door, Michelle, was almost your age and there was a gate between our
yards. She had a sand box, I bought you a paddling pool, and the two of you played together in
each other’s yards for many happy years.
You had a wonderful day home with your “day mom” for four years before day-care.
Even Block seemed to offer a positive alternative when we first him and you got along well with
his sons, Buddy and Chip, when we all lived together. The three of you “camped” one summer
in the tent trailer in the back yard with Fonzie the cat. Block mellowed that year and allowed an
extension cord across the yard so you had light in the trailer. The year before he had insisted you
learn to cope in the dark without even a flash-light if you wanted to sleep outside in a tent. His
rigid and unpredictable need for rules often left everyone confused and defensive.
Back in Manitoba with a normal happy family, today was an early birthday celebration
for Will. How special for his mother that she was able to host his 65th birthday and how special
for him to still have her in his life.

February 5: Hospitality includes inviting meals
Gramma’s life reflected the essence of her hospitality and generosity.
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My darling Cara,
Manitoba hospitality always included an abundance of food. Gramma’s familiar call to
“come and get your supper” was a reflection of her nurturing and care of others. What a blessing
for those who were able to grow up in such a warm and accepting environment.
I often ponder the contrast between her and my mother. Grandma Hoarder’s dislike of
cooking and housekeeping seemed to reflect her emotional distance. Thankfully, she appeared to
enjoy her grandchildren more than she had her children and I wondered if that was her way of
making amends. She liked to connect through games and crafts and costumes. I suppose she
was burdened by other required tasks when her own children were young.
Once in therapy, I drew my mother as a shadow, as if she was standing off the page
holding a camera with the sun behind her back. Her currency was often photography. She took
pictures everywhere she went and in later years was quick to distribute them, sometimes
returning with a first round of photos before an event was even over. “One-hour developing”
was in vogue at the time, long before cell phones.
Growing up poor, there was little money for film. I’m happy Grandma had the freedom
to indulge her hobby in later life. Still later, she had trouble accepting that everyone took
pictures with cell phones and her gifts were no longer unique.
I don’t recall pictures of myself as a happy child. I loved taking photos of you growing
up and used to budget myself to one film a month. Most of your milestones were captured in
Kodak moments - standing up in your crib, walking around furniture, sitting in your highchair,
dressed in various cute little outfits, playing with favourite toys, your room, and important
people in our lives. You liked smiling for the camera and were happy to entertain.
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February 6: The old country school

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”
Nelson Mandela
My dear Cara,
The old one-room country school in rural Alberta that I attended as a child had an
imposing structure, at least compared to the small house in which we lived. The entrance was at
least four steps up from ground level with a wooden railing on either side. The cement basement
was extravagant compared to the dirt cellars of homes in the area, a big empty space where we
students were allowed to play if weather was too cold or rainy to go outside for recess or lunch.
I don’t remember what we did except run back and forth with games such as “Red Light, Green
Light,” the girls sometimes retreating under the stairs for secret meetings.
Upstairs was equally impressive.

One entered first into a separate “cloak room”

(although no one wore cloaks) with rows of hangars on the wall and cubbies for hats, scarves,
and mittens. Wooden benches were stored in the basement and brought upstairs for monthly
community dances, lining the walls for crowds of probably 20-30 people. The far corner was
always reserved for the band, three or four trusty local musicians who shared their talent.
In days before child care, babies were lined up to sleep on the teacher’s desk, shoved into
the tiny library to make room for dancing. Little children mingled freely and we made ourselves
a rest area under a bench if we became tired.
I attended “country school” for my first six grades and was ecstatic when negotiations
failed and no teacher could be found. The old school closed and a local father, farmer by day,
became a bus driver/owner, no doubt a welcome infusion of cash in what was largely a debt to
harvest subsistence.
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The month of December was set aside for concert practice as various groups of students
were assigned age-appropriate skits and songs. I regaled my grandparents with my ability to
recite everyone’s roles as well as my own. My main regret about attending such a small school
was that academic excellence had limited opportunity for expression.

February 7: Justice moves slowly
2002: RCMP in Vancouver area began their search of a ramshackle Port Coquitlam pig
farm in hunt for possible human remains.
2011: The bruised body of Jeanette Marie Cardinal, age 40, mother of five, was found
in her daughter’s Edmonton apartment. Jeanette was a residential school survivor from
Beaver Lake Cree Nation who moved from Slave Lake in 2010. A man was charged
with second-degree murder almost six years later in December 2016.
Dear Cara,
2002: Grisly findings from Port Coquitlam continued to catch media attention across
North America. Robert Pickton, the pig farmer, was apparently a person of interest since 1998
regarding the fifty women missing from downtown east Vancouver. He was previously charged
on March 23, 1997, for a vicious knife attack on a sex trade worker but the charges were stayed
in 1998. Earlier investigations reportedly stalled until a joint RCMP-Vancouver police probe
began in 2001. RCMP then began to talk to women on the street who had been trying to make
formal missing person reports for years. Justice moves so slowly at times.
2005: Manitoba’s bitterly cold outdoor temperatures (–26 °C) provided a contrast to the
heart-warming family visit. At Gramma’s, I noticed a wonderful picture on a shelf from her
wedding day, April 15, 1939. She wore a conservative dress and cradled a bouquet of roses, her
husband tall and proud in a dark suit with hands behind his back, both gazing formally into in the
camera. She claimed the photo had been there for a long time, but her children had not seen it.
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Will thought all his parents’ wedding pictures had been destroyed in a house fire shortly
after they were married. Apparently a cousin had this one reproduced. The family was so
intrigued by the “discovery” that we made copies for all the grandchildren. When I asked about
the colour of her dress, Gramma replied, “I think it was blue.”

February 8: Recognition and encouragement
Sheila and I are delighted to offer you our warmest greetings on the occasion of your
sixty-fifth birthday.
It is our hope that this special day will evoke many cherished memories and fill you with
great happiness.
With kindest regards,
Yours sincerely, Paul Martin
From the office of the Prime Minister of Canada
Dear Cara,
2005: Today was Will’s 65th birthday, the official age of retirement, or at least of Old
Age Pension in Canada. He received greetings from the Prime Minister, a special recognition
requested by his daughter.
Will and I often wondered how things might have worked out if we had met earlier,
although we would have had different children. One of his daughters was a free spirit similar to
you and I probably would have clashed with her too when she was younger. As it is, I often bite
my tongue and wish I had done more of the same with you. Impetuous young people need
encouragement rather than censure, reassurance rather than reprimand.
Still in Manitoba, we celebrated with another birthday brunch. It was wonderful to see
the younger generation embracing adult roles with enthusiasm and ability. Gramma used to say,
“It does my heart good to be served by these young people.”
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February 9: Always express appreciation

2006: Michelle Louise Mercer, age 44, a street person with no fixed address, was last
seen in Edmonton. She is listed on several websites.
2015: Lena Steinhauer, age 24, mother of a young daughter, was found in a rooming
house in downtown Edmonton. Her cause of death was not released. Her boyfriend,
who had been high on drugs at the time, was charged with second-degree murder
several months later in September.
Dear Cara,

2005: Entertainment after supper at the Seniors Residence was provided by Gramma’s
friend, who played the guitar and told stories of well-building and water supplies in yester-year.
It was humbling to hear the history of how services, like running water, were developed.
Saying good-bye was always hard and seemed particularly so this time. With Gramma’s
failing health, we could not take her for granted and knew one of these times would be a final
farewell. This time, she seemed to have that feeling as well.
Part of me wanted to thank her for how special it had been to know her and to tell her
how much I had learned from her. Another part didn’t want to appear dramatic in the context of
her more understated family. Their love and caring is understood and expressed daily in the way
they live their lives and treat each other.

February 10: Steps to success
“If I could wish for my life to be perfect, it would be tempting, but I would have to
decline, for life would no longer teach me anything.”
Allyson Jones in Chicken Soup for the Soul: Living Your Dreams (2003, p.348)
Dear Cara,
2005: Today was a full day of driving. Will was comfortable at the wheel so I finished
my Chicken Soup: Living Your Dreams book.
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The steps to success are worth repeating:
Step 1: Decide what you want. Be willing to dream big dreams.
“I want our book to be inspirational.”
Step 2: Believe in yourself: use positive self-talk.
“I am capable of doing this and will attract the right people to help make it
happen.”
Step 3: Build on your core genius.
“Many people say I have the gift of writing.”
Step 4: Build an awesome dream team alliance.
“I have studied with amazing people and will find more support as needed.”
Step 5: Visualize and affirm your desired outcomes.
“Charity will be the beneficiary of your memory.”
Step 6: Act to create it.
“I continue my manuscript, one paragraph at a time, one page at a time.”
Step 7: Respond to feedback.
“My process of self-edit is ongoing and I will seek external feedback.”
Step 8: Never give up: the power of determination.
Adversity and discouragement are inevitable.
“I remain steadfast and determined.” The original Chicken Soup for the Soul
was rejected by over 140 publishers before it became a success.
Step 9: Celebrate your victories and give thanks.
“The process is gratifying and I celebrate each step along the way.”
Step 10: Give something back.
“I perform acts of service with generosity.”
We arrived in Vermilion mid-evening, too tired from driving all day to visit long. We blew up
an air mattress and were soon fast asleep on Grandma Hoarder’s floor.

February 11: Roads travelled
1993: The partially decomposed body of Elaina Louise Ross, age 25, mother of one,
was found stuffed under a box spring at a west Edmonton motel. Her death was
treated as a homicide although autopsy results were inconclusive. This tends to happen
with decomposition.
Dear Cara,
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2005: Will and I had a leisurely morning with Grandma. She saved all the Edmonton
Journals while we were away so I quickly reviewed them and picked a few to take home.
Growing up with a hoarder often felt like being surrounded by, and secondary to, piles of junk.
Sometimes I try to bridge the gap by providing a purpose for what she would be doing anyway,
such as saving weeks of newspapers.
We hoped to arrive home before Edmonton rush hour but were about 15 minutes too late.
We were met with slushy roads and terrible congestion with news of four accidents to avoid.
How ironical that we travelled almost 10,000 kilometres and witnessed only one accident. My
brother Gent and his wife Gem stopped over in the evening to welcome us back.
I was reminded of the question, “When I come to a fork in the road, which direction do I
take?” from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (1865). The answer, attributed to a Cheshire
cat, is, “It really doesn’t matter if you don’t know where you want to go.”

February 12: Unpredictable life force
Peace comes from the ability to hold contradictions in our mind.
Dear Cara,
2005: It was glorious to be home again, grounded in familiar surroundings and happy not
to respond to the 6:30 a.m. alarm which must have ringing every morning for the last month. It
was also reassuring to read local papers again. However, news of a child’s death caught my eye.
A little 7-year-old girl visiting from New York State was killed in a skiing accident in
Banff. I felt the anguish of her parents. The old feeling of being unworthy to be a parent washes
over me every time I hear of the death of an innocent young child although I pass no such
judgment on grieving parents.
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The death of Arthur Miller was also reported. At 89, he was dubbed a great American
playwright who explored human tragedies of the century. I’ve always felt an affinity for him
because of his turbulent marriage to Marilyn Monroe in 1956. He described her as “highly selfdestructive and unable to be helped” during their five years together. The discouragement he
must have felt was familiar. We all want to help those we love, even when their life force seems
to propel them in a dangerous direction beyond our reach.
The TV guide listed several drama programs involving “missing persons,” “brutal
stabbing,” and “psychiatrist found murdered” among viewing choices for the evening. What was
it about our fascination with brutality as entertainment? Such events are horrible enough as
news. Why do viewers seek vicarious trauma as entertainment?

February 13: Humane treatment required
1987: Hairdresser Melissa Letain, age 24, was abducted while walking home from
West Edmonton Mall. The next day her fully clothed body was found under Genesee
Bridge 75 kilometers southwest. She had been sexually assaulted and strangled. Her
death is still unsolved. Melissa’s disappearance has haunted me ever since I moved to
the mall area. I walk her route many times and wonder if her killer still lurks nearby.
2011: Vanessa Cardinal, age 39, mother of two, from Kehewin Cree Nation, was found
in a north Edmonton alley. She was predeceased by a son.
Dear Cara,
2005: I woke up this morning momentarily wondering where we were before realizing
we were really home. In my dream I had revisited a residence in Saskatoon where I stayed
during university. I was looking out my third floor east window, as I used to do, watching the
evening lights from my bed and indulging in astral travel. I would imagine travelling east across
the prairies, across Ontario and the Maritimes, across the ocean and through Europe but never
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managed to complete the other half the globe because it felt upside-down. The power of mind is
amazing both in scope and limitations.
The Journal reported animal activists protesting the use of elephants for tsunami cleanup
in Indonesia because of their increased potential for injury. An estimated 40,000 elephants lived
in the wild. Eighteen were captured and trained to haul away rubbish, allowing crews to collect
bodies. City officials, of course, said the elephants received excellent care and medical checkups
twice daily. One mahout (elephant trainer) was quoted as saying the elephants enjoyed the work
although they needed an occasional whack on the head with a hammer to get them going.
Everything is relative. At times I’ve wondered how civil servants could ever condemn
domestication of animals. Is it a “plight” to be required to perform prescribed tasks in return for
survival? Was it wrong to expect as much from animals as we do from ourselves? Of course,
we all deserve humane treatment rather than a whack on the head.

February 14: Valentine – symbol of love
Sexual exploitation is recognized as a violation of human rights.
Dear Cara,
Today brings many memories.
1995: Will and I were engaged on Valentine’s weekend. He first proposed one afternoon
the previous summer while suffering from an excruciating toothache. “If anything happens to
me,” he said, “I want to be known as your husband, not your companion.” I agreed and we
didn’t discuss it further until he found a ring he wanted to show me. Once I accepted the ring,
our engagement was official and family started asking when the wedding would be.
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1996: You were admitted to Alberta Hospital for treatment of psychosis while Will and I
were in Thailand for his work. I mailed a card with money before we left so you would receive a
Valentine present at the hospital while we were away. You saved the card and I still have it.
1997:

Unbeknownst to me at the time, the Prostitution Awareness and Action

Foundation of Edmonton (PAAFE) was incorporated as a non-profit society in Alberta. PAAFE
developed from a collaboration of concerned individuals – parents, neighbours, agencies, and
survivors – working on long-term solutions of the issues related to prostitution.
Their approach of this grass-roots movement was unique and revolutionary in two ways:
(1) harm to the community was recognized, as in “Prostitution hurts us all” and (2) the demand
side, men seeking sex, was acknowledged as the target needing change.
The primary concern of PAAFE was for individuals who experienced the violence,
poverty, degradation, control, and addictions associated with street exploitation. The Foundation
planned to work through existing front-line agencies to provide increased support to those in
need of outreach services, transitional housing, and connection to community resources.
2005: Eight years later, Friends of PAAFE was incorporated as a charitable organization
to provide direct support to women exiting exploitation. Due to peculiar regulations of Canada
Revenue Agency, advocating for change was apparently a questionable “charitable” activity.
The organization continued to evolve and in 2011 was renamed CEASE: Centre to End
All Sexual Exploitation after it was determined that (a) human rights advocacy was legitimately
charitable, and (b) sexual exploitation was a violation of human rights. This also removed any
possible doubt as to the agency position. One observer previously questioned, “Prostitution? So
are you for it or against it?” Although the p-word is often politically charged due to sanitized
arguments about legal definitions, sexual exploitation is unequivocally abhorrent.
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2006: The first Memorial March for the Missing and Murdered Women of Edmonton
was organized by community activist Danielle Boudreau. The March was patterned after similar
events held in Vancouver since 1991 to honour missing women there.
Frost lingered in the air the evening of our first walk, not uncommon for Edmonton in
February. I remember walking along the streets where women had disappeared, dropping roses
in the snow at corners where they were last seen. Details varied from year to year although the
program was similar: smudging and prayers, a walk of remembrance, fellowship in a rented hall,
stew and bannock prepared by volunteers, testimonials from family members of lost loved ones,
and sometimes donated hoodies shared among the mourners.

Photo credit: Danielle Boudreau

Photo credit: Kate Quinn
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February 15: National Flag Day of Canada
2012: Marie Antoinette Carlson-Hill, age 31, was last seen in Edmonton. Police in
September reported that it was out of character for her to be out of touch for so long.
Dear Cara,
In 1964, then Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson campaigned to design a new flag for
Canada. I would have turned 16 years old that summer. The beautiful red and white maple leaf
design eventually chosen was raised for the first time on Parliament Hill on this date. For me it
was the symbol of a young country proclaiming its own spirit.
The flag debate was the first time I actively participated in a political process. One of my
friends was an ardent supporter of a new flag and I, being more shy and introverted, marvelled at
her ability to initiate conversations around the subject.
It was also my first experience with the passion of politics. A few of us decided to collect
signatures in support of the flag with a charge of 10 cents to cover the cost of sending a telegraph
to Ottawa. The mother of one student was furious her that daughter had signed and demanded
her name be removed. I had not anticipated such an intense response. It was an early lesson that
strong feelings run deep.

February 16: Missing Persons
1997: I will never forget how many calls it took to have you registered as a missing
person, only to have an officer tell me nothing could be done until they found a body.
2006: Aielah Katherina Saric-Auger, age 14, was found near Prince George. She
had been missing for two weeks. (See February 2.)
Dear Cara,
2005: My task for the afternoon was to complete a survey received from the Canadian
Resource Centre for Victims of Crime, part of a larger research project called “Developing a
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Strategy to Provide Services and Support Victims of Unsolved Serious Crime.” A warning
stated the questionnaire could take several hours to complete, and sure enough, it did. Many
questions were about police response. I have taken many opportunities, and will until the end of
my time, to request that missing persons be treated with respect and credibility.
Other questions about emotional issues related to the justice system left me with a sense
of futility. It was incomprehensible that so many women could be murdered under similar
circumstances with so few solved. At the same time, there are frequent reports of wrongful
convictions and malicious prosecutions. The justice system often seems fragile and arbitrary.
For years after you were found, my life was on hold waiting for a call about an arrest and
I wondered about getting time off work to attend court. Could I ask for a leave of absence? How
much notice would I get? How long could I live without working?
Unfortunately, it was futile speculation on my part and I later learned to live without
expectation. Part of me doesn’t even want to go there anymore. An arrest won’t bring you back
and it will no longer make a difference in my life, although, of course, I would like to see your
murderer off the streets and behind bars.

February 17: Random Act of Kindness Day
1984: The Edmonton Journal began a four-part series on juvenile prostitution. It was
estimated at least 50 children were selling sex on the streets of Edmonton and in the
city’s shopping malls.
Oh my darling Cara,
2005: What has really changed in 20 years? As I reviewed my collection of articles, now
assembled into scrapbooks, I realized it had been more than 20 years since I first read about child
exploitation in Edmonton. You would have been nine years old at that time.
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There were stories of a 12-year-old selling her body for a mix of barbiturates and
tranquilizers, another raped by a stranger in a car with automatic locks, older girls trying to
discourage youngsters from getting into the business, well-dressed men in expensive cars picking
up juveniles, the difficulty of prosecuting them, the ultimate responsibility of the customer,
pimps looking for vulnerable girls in malls, and the challenges of limited funding for
intervention programs.
Of course, the Child Protection legislation of 1999 and 2007 were positive changes. (See
February 1.) 1999 was also the first time a country in the world, Sweden, passed legislation to
prohibit the purchase of all sexual services. This was revolutionary in that it was the first time
consumers were targeted. (See April 4.)
Canada passed similar legislation in 2014 with the Protection of Communities and
Exploited Persons Act although the individual provinces have declined to develop enforcement
protocols and some municipalities blatantly created bylaws to protect sexual consumers. (See
February 22 and April 1.)

February 18: Young women disappear
2005: Rene Lynn Gunning, age 19, and Krystal Ann Knott, age 16, from Fort St.
John in northern British Columbia, disappeared on a visit to West Edmonton Mall. Their
names were added to the RCMP Project KARE list three years later; their remains were
found six years later in May 2011.
Hello my sweetie,
2005: The same day two girls disappeared from the mall, Will and I were there watching
The Emeralds perform. The Emeralds were an old-time dance band that started in Edmonton in
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the 1970s and were probably best known for their original “Bird Dance.” Not surprisingly most
of the audience were senior citizens, many dancing around the stage.
One dapper gentleman with a string tie wore high-heeled jet boots to give him a
comfortable few inches over his petite wife. Another couple performed a series of well-learned
intricate moves without the hint of a smile. I wondered what all those people did for a living
when they were younger - probably more traditional roles like farming and construction and
retail. I wondered how long they had been dancing. Grandma and Grandpa danced together for
over fifty years.
A young man, possibly autistic, stood in front of the stage clapping and keeping time in
his own little world. I thought of Boo in To Kill a Mockingbird and wondered if he had been like
that.

I also reflected on the fine line between the visibly handicapped and the not quite

handicapped. Many dependent adults have services and funding available to help them function
while those without visible disabilities do not.
Young parents or parents of any age with special-needs children face a unique struggle.
Children with invisible handicaps are doubly challenged. They too have the right to education,
health care, loving families, and adequate housing. They, along with their parents, need to be
supported rather than blamed for their limitations. As much as we work for prevention and
health, the disadvantaged will always be with us to test the compassion of society.

In Medicine Wheel tradition, Big Winds Moon helps us discover spiritual powers and
grounding, to establish safety within mystery. Each new person is connected to their
ancestors of previous generations, good and bad, helpful as well as hurtful. Commitment
to healing and inner work is required, while revisiting traditional values, to choose a
harmonious life path.
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February 19: Big Winds Moon
“Love isn’t what you say. Love is what you do.”
Widely quoted, Origin unknown
Dear little Cara,
2005: In the news, a review of services for Alberta’s Protection of Children Involved in
Prostitution reported many teenagers were being missed as the sale of sex moved off the streets
and onto Internet chat rooms and telephone chat lines. When the provincial law was introduced
in 1999, it was recognized as the first of its kind in the world. No doubt the legislation helped
raise awareness that exploited teens were not criminal and no doubt it helped some to find a
better life. Drug abuse was often a complication.
The bigger challenge, of course, is to stop those who exploit young people. We need to
do all we can to save children. While it is impossible to know the true extent of the abuse, as
early as 2003, there were as many as 1.8 million children exploited worldwide. (Wikipedia)
Three levels of victimization are identified: (1) perpetrators who partake in sex tourism
and sexual activity with minors, (2) vendors who procure and trade children as commodities, and
(3) facilitators who allow it to occur through poverty, corruption, or lack of legislation and
enforcement. Although sexual exploitation is consumer-driven, it is facilitated by many levels of
collusion from active traffickers to those who turn a blind eye.

February 20: World Day of Social Justice
1999: The body of Mary Rose Thunder, age 34, mother of one, was found in a
farmer’s field near Edmonton. “Upbeat Call Last Contact With Family: Woman’s Final
Days a Mystery” was the Edmonton Journal headline. There were no signs of violence
to her body but her death was considered suspicious because of where she was found.
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Dear Cara,
1999: Mary Rose Thunder was found in the area near where Lisa Kopf, age 17, was
discovered just over six months earlier. (See August 5.) The vicinity of 184 Street was rather
desolate at the time, on the outskirts of an industrial area, a back route linking west Edmonton
with St. Albert. Neither death has been solved.
2005: Oprah spoke on her show about men who kill their wives. She interviewed a
woman who survived an attack where her two children were killed by her husband. The lady
described her life as forever changed and she sought a “new normal.” This is the reality we must
accept after traumatic loss. Life is never “normal” again but can be new.
A visitor on the show made the interesting observation that when women killed their
husbands, it was usually to be free from them. However, when men killed their wives, it was
often an attempt to hold or control them, to prevent them from leaving.
Nancy Grace was a special guest on Larry King Live. She spoke of her fiancé being
murdered two months before their wedding day. Her grief compelled her to become a victims’
rights advocate and criminal prosecutor. She is an amazing lady who brought incredible energy
and passion to her work in law and as host of Court TV.

February 21: Degrees of evil
2008: Brianna Danielle Torvalson, age 21, was found in a pile of snow beside a
driveway in Strathcona County, east of Edmonton. Her parents and sister issued a
written statement: “Brianna was a loving, caring, beautiful irreplaceable soul. She was
an extremely strong young woman with hopes and dreams who struggled with many
demons and a drug addiction that drew her to street life. … She will be greatly missed.
Her murder created a hole in all her family’s life that can never be filled, and they hope
her death serves as a reminder to all parents to let their children know they are loved,
and to never give up on those who are struggling.”
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Dear Cara,
2005:

A full night’s sleep was wonderful.

Downside was that a friend’s car was

vandalized. It is so sad that some people have nothing better to do than wreck other people’s
property.
The Edmonton Journal reported an interesting article on the degrees of evil as applied to
murders, using a scale developed by Dr. Michael Stone, a professor of psychiatry. He produced
the following list from least to worst in terms of depravity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Self-defence killers, little psychopathy
Jealous killers, egocentric or immature, not psychotic
Willing companions of killers, probably impulse-ridden with anti-social traits
Self-defence killers who are extremely provocative towards victim
Traumatized or desperate persons who kill abusers but are remorseful
Hot-headed murders without marked psychopathic features
Narcissistic killers of loved ones - often out of jealousy
Non-psychopathic persons who kill in a smouldering rage
Jealous lovers with psychopathic features
Non-psychopathic killers of those “in the way”
Psychopathic killers of those “in the way”
Power-hungry psychopaths who kill when “cornered”
Inadequate rageful personalities
Self-centred psychopathic schemers
Psychopathic cold-blooded spree killers
Psychopaths who commit multiple vicious acts
Sexually perverse serial murderers
Torture-murderers, murder the primary motive
Psychopaths driven to terrorism, subjugation and rape, but not murder
Torture-murderers, with torture as the primary motive
Torture-obsessed psychopaths
Psychopathic torture-murderers, with torture as the primary motive.

It is useful, I suppose, to have those categories when considering chances of recidivism or
treatment possibilities. I can see myself committing only #1 (which I do not consider evil) or
possibly #8 on some days if I let myself think too much about pimps and other abusers.
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February 22: Shadows past and present
2002: Robert Pickton, age 52, was charged with two counts of first-degree murder. The
victims were later identified as Sereena Abotsway, last seen in July 2001, and Mona
Wilson, reported missing in November 2001. Both were among the 50 women who
disappeared from Vancouver’s downtown eastside.
2009: Jodie Rae Smith Hockett, age 33, mother of two children, was last seen getting
into a car near the York Hotel in Grande Prairie, Alberta. She was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder, had adopted a nomadic lifestyle, and was living with her sister. Her
family believes she was the victim of foul play.
2016: In an expected but very disappointing decision, Edmonton city councillors voted
to continue licensing body-rub centres. That meant the moratorium on new licenses,
issued in 2014, would be lifted on April 1. The City had licensed such facilities since
1994 and apparently felt, in spite of federal legislation criminalizing commodification,
there was no advantage to change their practice and that newly approved safety plans
could mitigate possible harm. While a few self-proclaimed independent female
practitioners supported the move, many community workers spoke of the risks of
human trafficking and desperation plaguing workers in commercial sexual exploitation.
Dear Cara,
As a youngster, I loved exploring my grandparents’ yard. There was a small clearing in
the bushes that I was told not to change because it was Margaret’s playhouse. Margaret was the
daughter of family friends, a little girl who died of leukemia before my time.
That was my first experience of a presence from another-world sharing my life and the
power of respectful memory. Only a few pieces of branches and boards marked the dimensions
of Margaret’s fanciful dwelling but those had taken on extraordinary significance because they
had been placed by a little girl who could no longer enjoy them.
As we grow and times change, we hope attitudes will evolve and social equality will be
adopted more readily. I am annoyed by those who claim to be “liberal” at the cost of others’
dignity or freedom. Only when we treat each other with full equality and respect can we claim a
higher level of human development.
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February 23: “Children of Alberta not for sale.”
Are people deprived or depraved who act without respect for vulnerability?
Who can take perverse pleasure in the subjugation and exploitation of others?
What is the human deficit of our culture that allows such pariahs to develop?
Dear Cara,
2005: This evening I watched This Thing Called Hope on Access TV, the education
channel. It was produced in 2000 and shared many good ideas. The consensus was that hope is
not just wishing but a decision requiring effort.
The Edmonton Journal carried an editorial on the review of the program to prevent child
exploitation. Unfortunately, Protection of Children Involved in Prostitution Act was less utilized
than anticipated, resulting in costs per child being higher than expected.

That would be

acceptable if fewer children than anticipated were being victimized. However, there was no
indication that was the case. Nor did the program have statistics on longer-term follow-up to
help determine what interventions were most effective over a period of time.
It is significant that Alberta was the first jurisdiction in the world to have such a program.
I remember attending the 1999 From Answers to Action conference when then MLA Heather
Forsyth stood up and said, “The children of Alberta are not for sale.” Her heart was certainly in
the right place. The review also cited lack of long-term drug treatment for young people and the
lack of safe transition houses as problems.
2016: Now we have also innovative federal legislation, proclaimed November 6, 2014,
with the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act, that “the women of Canada are
not for sale.” Yet, instead of embracing this ground-breaking initiative, provinces and
municipalities across the country debate if the law needs to be changed and create by-laws to
circumvent enforcement.
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February 24: Ryan’s Well – Story of Jimmy Akana
One boy with a vision can make a big difference.
Dear Cara,
2005: An article in Reader’s Digest (February 2005) told the story of a 13-year-old boy,
Jimmy Akana, who survived a massacre in Uganda and came to live in Canada. Rebels had
destroyed his whole village and killed his family.
Jimmy’s only source of hope was his Canadian pen pal, Ryan Hreljac. Ryan was 6 years
old in 1998 when he decided that he wanted to raise money for a well in Africa. The heartwarming story of “Ryan’s Well” had been reported in an earlier Reader’s Digest issue and
chronicled how Ryan’s school and community picked up on his efforts. This culminated in a
celebratory trip by Ryan and his parents to Uganda in 2000 to visit the site of the new well, the
same village that burned to the ground two years later.
Various people hid Jimmy until his safe passage to Canada could be arranged. He later
appeared before the Immigration and Refugee Board and was granted permission to stay in
Canada with Ryan’s parents as his legal guardians. It was a serendipitous occurrence that one
young man in Africa was saved by the efforts of another young man in Ontario.
“Ryan’s Well” developed into a charitable foundation which continues to engage students
and support water projects in needy areas around the world. Children can understand the need
for water. It is more difficult to teach them about vulnerability to exploitation.

February 25: Respect for the dead
After 9/11, 20,000 body parts remained to be identified. Around the world, about 2
million children are exploited every year in global commercial “sex trade.”
My darling Cara,
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2005: Reader’s Digest (February 2005) also told another story of a young man who
survived being thrown off a bridge after a gang raped and murdered his two female cousins. He
thought nothing could be worse until he was considered a suspect. It is sad and infuriating to
read of such short-sighted and malicious investigations in the name of justice. Thankfully, in
that case, the prosecutors saw through the lack of evidence and further investigation identified
the real murderers.
In other news, the limits of technology have apparently been exhausted in identifying the
body parts from the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center. Sadly, 42 of the 2749 victims and
9720 body parts of the almost 20,000 collected remain unidentified. It is honourable to have
profound respect for the dead. If only we had the same for the living.

February 26: Strategies to move forward
2006: Juanita Cardinal, age 27, mother of a 4-year-old daughter, died from stab
wounds during a fight with another woman. No charges were laid. Juanita worked at a
Thai restaurant near her home in Edmonton.
2012: Marie Sapp, age 51, died after an altercation in Edmonton. Her death was not
considered a homicide as, reportedly, her injuries did not conclusively cause her death.
Instead, a 28-year-old man was charged was charged with aggravated assault.
Cara my precious daughter,
2005: Today was direct service to your memory. I was invited to a Strategic Planning
Workshop for PAAFE (Prostitution Action and Awareness Foundation of Edmonton). The
working assumptions of the day were refreshingly simple: “Everyone has wisdom; we need
everyone’s wisdom for the most creative results.” We started by identifying what we saw as
strengths and weaknesses. Strengths included the dedicated and passionate people involved and
our unique model. Perceived weaknesses included deficits in sustainable funding and resources.
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Our next task was to discuss environmental trends. Ideas mentioned included a more
stratified society, deterioration of the inner city, lack of affordable housing, hardening of
attitudes, renewed spiritual searching in society, aging population, younger people living at the
edge of credit, lack of specialization in the police service, increased globalization of learning,
limited public funding and media interest, shift of consumer activity from the streets to online
solicitation, and hope that more survivors are finding their voices.
What did we need to do in the next three years to move forward? What was our vision?
Was it achievable? What were our values and pillars? What strategies can create hope and
change? These are exercises that need to be continually revisited.

February 27: People caught in systems
2005: The body of Sharene Rae Oswald, age 42, was found in a wooded area south of
Airdrie by children looking for antlers. She had been missing for six months.
My darling Cara,
2005: Sad news from central Alberta was that a little 9-year-old cowboy died when he
was kicked by the steer he was learning to ride. Steer riding is a beginner’s version of bull
riding. It is always sad when young children die, especially so when they are involved in a sport
they love and all proper safety procedures were followed.
Another news flash dealt with mental illness and criminality. The report stated: “The
criminal justice system continues to be used to catch those who fall through the gaps in Canada’s
social safety net. As a result, people with mental illness are taken into a system which was not
designed to accommodate them and which is ill-suited to respond to their needs.”
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certainly my experience in dealing with your challenges. I wonder how many more people need
to die before there are more positive changes.

February 28: Fatalities of the system
2004: RCMP Corporal James Galloway was killed in an armed standoff.
Dear Cara,
I include a tribute to Corporal James Galloway who was well-known and respected in his
long and successful career as an RCMP dog handler. He joined the force in 1969, completed 35
years of service, the last 30 with the canine unit, and was in the Edmonton area since 1977.
Corporal Galloway was also a keen supporter of volunteer search and rescue programs. He was
fatally wounded as part of a tactical team that surrounded the Spruce Grove home of an armed
and mentally ill man. Management of mental illness can be complicated at times.
2005: The bus driver on my way home from work gave a whole new meaning to
“express.” He wove in and out of traffic as if an extra five minutes saved would make a big
difference. I wondered if that was his way of coping with boredom on the job.

February 29: Facing the demons of childhood
Every four years an extra day is added to realign our calendar with Earth’s position in
the solar system. Sexual exploitation must be eliminated to realign our world with
universal respect and equality.
1996: Denise Fayant, age 22, was strangled in her cell by a fellow inmate at Edmonton
Institution for Women.
Cara, my dear little indomitable spirit,
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As I face my own demons, I call attention to bigger issues. Global exploitation distorts
our world. We need to recover universal nurturing and respect.
My mother remains elusive even though she is still alive. Now that we are both seniors, I
try to catch a glimpse of the girl or young woman she once was before the burden of marriage
and children seemed to overshadow her life. One of my first memory is as a chubby toddler,
probably age two, bursting from the door of the small old farmhouse to prevent being beaten
with a piece of firewood. I remember my heart pounding and being surprised at my speed as my
little feet flew along the packed dirt road.
Suddenly I caught a glimpse of my father across the yard working on a tractor with some
other men. I immediately changed course and made a bee-line for him, fully expecting to be
swooped up in his arms with a protective “Hey, nobody hurts my little girl.” Instead he seemed
embarrassed as I cowered behind his legs.

My mother’s demeanour changed too as she

approached with an awkward greeting, stick in hand now casually at her side, and muttered some
explanation of my misbehaviour.

“You’re not supposed to make Mom mad,” my dad

reprimanded me. The crisis of the moment abated that time and I realized he had no idea what
happened in the house most days.
Life must have been difficult back then. I understand that but am not sure how or when
we became the “damn kids.” Hints of my mother’s traumatic history were evident during her
rages. Simple requests were met with “Why should I do anything for you? What do you do for
me?” Threats of “I’ll brain you” or “knock your brains out” were part of regular reprimands and
only later did I wonder where and how such phrases were learned. She would yell how lucky we
were that we had not been her - or we wouldn’t even be able to get up from the floor.
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March 1: Outstanding citizen
2002: Kate Quinn was featured in Edmonton Woman magazine’s March/April issue as
an outstanding citizen of Edmonton for her work with exploited women.
Dear Cara,
Kate Quinn was born in Missouri and moved to Calgary with her family at the age of 12.
She studied linguistics at the University of Calgary, volunteered in Sierra Leone with Canadian
Crossroads International, and later moved to Edmonton where she worked with the Canadian
Catholic Organization for Development of Peace. Her Edmonton home was in a neighbourhood
seriously impacted by street prostitution activity in the 1990s. Kate and her husband considered
moving for the sake of their children but decided to stay and work with the community on
improving life for everyone.
Kate was instrumental in forming a neighborhood group called Communities for
Changing Prostitution in 1989. One of its first tasks was to find a way to lessen the impact of
men cruising around the area. The idea of a “john school,” based on the model used in San
Francisco, evolved after years of meetings, grassroots action, and collaboration. Edmonton’s
program, which began in 1996, was called the Prostitution Offender Program.
The Offender Program was developed as an alternative measure for eligible men arrested
with a first charge of solicitation. Public communication was the offense. Men had the option of
paying $400 (roughly the equivalent of a fine for a guilty plea) for an eight-hour workshop to
learn about the consequences of their actions. The Prostitution Awareness and Action
Foundation of Edmonton (PAAFE) was formed to manage the money generated by the program.
Kate grew into her position as Executive Director of PAAFE from being volunteer co-chair of
Communities for Change and working with the Offender Program.

As mentioned earlier,

PAAFE was later renamed CEASE: Centre to End All Sexual Exploitation.
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March 2: Feeling powerful
You were a gentle little girl with “bad girl” bravado.
Dear Cara,
We all need people who understand, or at least hear, what it is like to be us. Once again I
wish I had known you better. You were a gentle little girl with “bad girl” bravado. I remember
you once picked a pair of shoes because they made you “feel powerful.” Was that what your
partying was all about? You didn’t have the academic ability to fit in well with your mainstream
friends so you sought acceptance with an alternative group?
2005: Court proceedings were held regarding a man charged with the murder of Ginger
Bellerose, age 26 when she was found April 26, 2001, in the courtyard of a condemned hotel.
Today was a “voir dire,” a hearing within the trial, to determine what evidence could be admitted
against the accused killer. The power of the courts to decide “admissibility” of evidence can be
confusing to the uniformed.

March 3: Unprecedented tragedy for RCMP
2000: Linda May Scott, age 29, mother of five, was last seen in Edmonton. She was
born with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder on the Blood First Nation in southern Alberta
and raised by an adoptive family.
2005: As if the drama unfolding in the courtroom were not enough, whispered rumors
circulated about a terrible shooting where several policemen lost their lives.
Dear Cara,
2005: Will accompanied me to court for the day, a civic right in which we participate on
occasion. A publication ban surrounding the Ginger Bellerose murder trial meant no media
were present. Cognizant of that, I refrained from noting any identifying information. The
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morning session lasted just over 20 minutes. Somebody testified about collecting blood and
seminal fluid samples from the scene of the crime and how long the samples could last in cooler
temperatures. There was no cross-examination so, with unexpected time available, we looked
for other interesting trials.
We paused at the rather tedious trial of a young fellow who had given a wrong name to
police. The defense lawyer must have been paid by the word, or perhaps by the minute, as every
conceivable detail was reviewed a number of times. To be a judge seems a noble calling, yet to
sit through hours of inane nitpicking would try even the most principled mind.
Back at the trial for the murder of Ginger Bellerose, afternoon session began with a
detective who assisted in an August 2001 interview with the accused. The defense expounded
about several unsolved homicides involving street women in recent years, implying any a
number of killers could have been lurking at large.
A second detective testified about DNA samples taken from the accused.

A third

detective, the prime investigator, testified most of the afternoon. The accused had reported
finding the body. The accused was not considered a suspect at first but, at some point during
subsequent interviews, was told his semen was a match. There was further discussion about his
drug use, access to legal counsel, and consultations with his psychiatrist about medications. The
accused had participated in a polygraph exam and a search warrant was executed on his
residence. Cross-examination was to continue the next day.
The surreal atmosphere of the afternoon was eclipsed by whispered conversations in the
courtroom that four policemen had been shot. I could not afford to shift my emotional attention
until watching the news at home. The tragedy of the afternoon unfolded all evening. Four
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young constables were fatally wounded while guarding a farm just outside of Edmonton. It was
a day of unprecedented tragedy for the RCMP.

March 4: Four officers and killer found dead
2005: Prime Minister Paul Martin sent his condolences regarding the murdered RCMP:
“This terrible event is a reminder of the sacrifice and bravery of the men and women
who serve in our national police force. Canadians are shocked by this brutality and join
me in condemning the violent acts that brought about these deaths.”
Dear Cara,
2005: Will and I returned to court for the morning. It was a new experience for him to
see his tax dollars at work. One of the detectives from yesterday was asked about other possible
suspects in the investigation. He listed eight names before his testimony was adjourned for
discussion about the admissibility of evidence.
Concern was expressed about delay between the time the accused became the prime
suspect (i.e. after lab results were received) and his arrest almost two years later. Defense made
the point that a jury would be entitled to an explanation as to why no charges were laid earlier.
From what I could gather, advice from the Crown changed over time. The judge conceded these
were thorny technical issues, as to who had what right to what information, and adjourned a
week to allow counsel time to prepare their respective submissions.
The whole process is quite alien to casual observers. Chatting with a detective later, I
commented that there seemed to be no correlation between justice and the legal system. He
declared the challenge was the court system. I had great admiration for this man who performed
his duties conscientiously day in and day out, never knowing when he would be trivialized in
court, and maintained a respectful demeanor through hours of questioning.
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More news unfolded about the RCMP tragedy. The loss of four officers marked the
single deadliest day in the history of the force. The only comparable time was in 1885, when
eight Mounties were killed at three different battles during the Northwest Rebellion.
The shootings occurred near Rochfort Bridge, a small community northwest of
Edmonton. Police arrived at a farm to assist in a court-ordered seizure of property and found a
marijuana grow-operation. Two officers stayed to secure the property overnight and were joined
the next morning by two others. The owner of the property was last seen driving away.
Two officers from the RCMP auto-theft unit arrived later and heard shots being fired
inside a Quonset hut. An unidentified man came out of the building, fired a number of shots, and
retreated from return fire. Members of Edmonton and Red Deer Emergency Response teams
rushed the building about 2:20 p.m. Four RCMP officers and the suspect were found dead.

March 5: Dying in the line of duty
2013: Audrey Auger, age 48, died in a vehicle crash. Audrey walked from Prince
George to her Alberta home after her 14-year-old daughter Aielah Saric-Auger was
murdered in 2006 and did other walks in subsequent years.
Audrey hoped to change the name of “Highway of Tears” to “Highway of Hope.”
Highway 16 is the northern British Columbia’s east-west corridor between Prince
George and Prince Rupert where 20 to 40 women are believed to have disappeared.
The area is plagued with poverty and lack of public transportation, resulting in some
residents choosing to hitchhike.
Dear Cara,
2005: Today with the rest of Alberta and Canada, I pay tribute to the four young RCMP
officers slain in the line of duty. They were committed to the safety of their community and lost
their lives in an act of senseless violence. Such contradictions are hard to bear.
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They are:
(1) Constable Anthony Gordon: age 28, born in Edmonton, graduated October
15, 2002, posted to Whitecourt. His wife, Kim, was a nurse at Whitecourt
Hospital. They had a young son and were expecting their second child.
(2) Constable Lionide “Leo” Johnston: age 32, born in Lac la Biche, graduated
April 17, 2001, posted to Mayerthorpe. He was a competitive motorcycle racer
who had battled his way back from a serious racing accident to join the RCMP
and was recently married to Kelly. His twin brother, Lee, was also an RCMP
officer and both were expert marksmen.
(3) Constable Brock Myrol: age 29, born in Outlook, Saskatchewan, graduated
February 7, 2005, posted to Mayerthorpe. He was engaged to be married and
loved music, sports, and martial arts.
(4) Constable Peter Schiemann: age 25, from Stony Plain, graduated November
27, 2000, posted to Mayerthorpe. He attended Concordia College before RCMP
training. Faith played a big part in his life. His father was a Lutheran pastor
and his mother a school teacher.
The troubled life of James Roszko, age 46, is also noted. He was the owner the property, last
seen driving away, who somehow mysteriously returned to the Quonset hut overnight and killed
the officers before taking his own life. His own father referred to him as a “wicked devil” and
hadn’t seen him for nine years although he lived nearby. James was known in the community for
his volatile temper and hostility towards authority figures.

March 6: Divine calling
The father of Peter Schiemann spoke to the media of Peter’s belief that his career with
the RCMP was what God had called him to do. His father chose to bear no bitterness
so that he would not be another victim.
Dear Cara,
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2005: As we watched ongoing news of the RCMP massacre, it reminded me of the 9/11
images replayed over and over. This time, instead of a plane flying into the World Trade Center,
aerial shots revealed tarp-covered bodies on the ground outside a Quonset hut.
Reflections about the slain officers were mixed with calls for tougher treatment of
criminals and talk of healing and forgiveness. Expressions of grief extended far beyond the
community to the province and the nation.
More connections were revealed. The father of Anthony Gordon’s wife used to live in
my home town. Anthony’s father used to live in our Edmonton neighbourhood. Will’s children
knew young Anthony from weekends spent with his father. The Alberta Legislature provided
condolence books for citizens to share sympathies and pay respects.
It was believed James Roszko lay in wait for the four Mounties. The mystery, however,
was how he managed to sneak back onto his farm and into the guarded Quonset hut.

March 7: Response after a tragedy
We all have the choice of how to react when faced with tragedy. So much is taken
when a loved one is murdered. We need not relinquish more.
Dear Cara,
2005: Oprah had an interesting show about restorative justice. Offender “accountability”
was the key word in her reconciliation and healing stories. A male driver in a fatal crash was
advised by his insurance people and State troopers not to contact the family of the victim. Of
course, there would have been no story had he followed that advice.
Another guest on the show agreed more opportunities are needed to move offenders
towards a change of life rather than punishment. I often wonder if I will ever meet your killer. I
think I might be open to contact if he showed remorse and accountability.
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News continued about the slain RCMP officers. Prayers were offered for the men who
died and the man who killed them. The murderer was known for his love of guns, quick temper,
and hatred of police. The question remained as to how he returned to his property when he was
last seen speeding away and his truck was found several miles distant.
The government announced that a fatality inquiry would be held after the RCMP
investigation was completed because “people of the province deserved an answer.” Yet many of
the missing and murdered women are denied that process, supposedly because criminal charges
are pending. Murder/suicide apparently ensures there will be no pending charges.

March 8: International Women’s Day
1909: International Women’s Day was first observed in the United States. It has since
been noted around the world and commemorated at the United Nations. IWD
recognizes women’s struggle to participate in society with equal rights as men.
Dear little Cara,
1976: I have a picture of you about 14 months old, laying on your tummy looking a
poster announcing International Women’s Year. In my photo album, I titled it “So much to learn
...” You borrowed the photo for your “My Life” project in grade five where you used the caption
“I love reading the newspaper.” When I look at your cute little face in those early pictures, the
word “determined” comes to mind. You had a very intense look whatever you were doing.
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1993: You were 18 years old. Sven Gali must have been in Edmonton. You liked your
rock concerts and the name is written in big letters on a calendar I saved.

March 9: Mothers of murdered children
“Somehow our judicial system needs to be changed so that dangerous people receive
the treatment they need and they are not at large in the community until it is certain that
they will not offend again.”
Agnes Miseck, Spruce Grove
Dear Cara,
2005: A lunch meeting with Crown Prosecutors introduced the Prostitution Offender
Program. A Crown Prosecutor was hostess and described how “john” files were handled by the
Crown. Kate Quinn spoke about grassroots movements when her community began working on
solutions in their neighbourhood. (See May 1.)
Detective Jim from Edmonton Police Service talked about the work of Vice and their
connections across western Canada. A former police detective turned therapist talked about her
work with the COARSE (Creating Options Aimed at Reducing Sexual Exploitation) program
and how women facing related charges could be referred. My role was to challenge stereotypes
and put a face to a stigmatized population.
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Two mothers of murdered children had their letters appear in the Edmonton Journal
under the heading “Slayings Evoke Mothers’ Grief”:
Trauma of daughter’s murder ‘returns with a vengeance’
“On December 7, 1995, four days after being released from jail, Peter John
Brighteyes abducted my daughter, Sheila Salter, from the parking lot at her
workplace at 124 Street and 112 Avenue. A man totally unknown to her brutally
murdered and raped her and dumped her body in an abandoned building 73
kilometers away. Her body was not found until 10 days later.
Brighteyes had a history of violence…
During his many parole reviews, officials wrote, “he reverted to drug use after
only a month of release…and his risk to the community has escalated, once again, to
an unacceptable level. It is clear from his behavior that his risk is not manageable in
the community.”
It seems to me with this type of report from parole officials and the violent crimes
he had committed that he should have been declared a dangerous offender and kept
in jail indefinitely. …
Somehow our judicial system needs to be changed so that dangerous people
receive the treatment they need and they are not at large in the community until it is
certain that they will not offend again.”
Agnes Miseck, Spruce Grove

‘I feel their deep pain and taste their tears’
“Listening to the news on March 3, as the events of the horrific crime unfolded, I

had the same gut-wrenching feelings that I had when America went to war.
I knew then that many mothers and fathers would quite possibly have their sons
and daughters returned home to them in body bags.
On Oct. 1, 1994, someone walked into my son’s workplace and fired three shots
into his head, as well as that of his co-worker. …
Four more mothers have lost their sons. I can feel their deep pain and taste their
tears. My deepest sympathies go out to the families of these four wonderful,
dedicated young men. I wish them peace and comfort, knowing that their boys did
not die in vain.”
Jane Orydzuk, Edmonton
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March 10: What makes a worthy cause?
“It is an ongoing puzzle to humanitarians why certain crises generate a tremendous
outpouring of public support for victims while other equally serious crises pass
unnoticed.”
A. John Watson, President of CARE Canada
Dear Cara,
2005:

A. John Watson, the president of CARE Canada, spoke of unprecedented

generosity in response to the Indian Ocean Tsunami disaster of December 26, 2004.

He

identified four factors that define why some crises evoke more support than others:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The presence of the media and the availability of images after the disaster,
The concentration of victims of the disaster in terms of time and place,
The lack of “otherness” in the victims (i.e. if it could have happened to us), and
The extent to which victims are viewed as “blameless” for the tragedy they suffer.

All of these factors came together in the Tsunami disaster. Tourists and locals alike
suffered from an “act of God” they could not have foreseen or prevented. In the days that
followed, Canadian aid reached $425 million.
The challenge is to evoke similar amounts of care and support when exploited people are
dying in large numbers and to establish a unified fundraising and allocation process. This would
allow timely response to future crises and might channel more money to local charities that
support causes deemed less “worthy” such as the mentally ill, addicts, or homeless adults.
The largest memorial in RCMP history was held in Edmonton for the four slain
constables. More than 8000 police officers from across Canada and the States attended and
speeches were given by then Governor General Adrienne Clarkson and Prime Minister Paul
Martin. It was a very somber evening in honour of four young men that any citizen would have
been proud to call their sons.
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The words of Governor General Clarkson included: “As we have always known, true
honour is not for those who have received, but for those who have given. On behalf of the
people of Canada, as we honour four fine men who gave everything, I pray that we might
remember without regret, mourn without bitterness, and grieve without despair.” The Prime
Minister added: “Those who have fallen have done so selflessly; those who have fallen have
done so in service to an ideal, to a nation; they have fallen in service to us.”

March 11: We are quick to judge
“I find that I am more motivated to make a difference now that Sarah is gone, without the
complications of worrying about and trying to help an actual human being. I was not
motivated when she was alive the way I am now. And I think that is true for many of us.
It’s much harder to help a flesh-and-blood family member than it is to write about
memories, to theorize about possibilities, to raise money and to raise hope.”
Maggie de Vries in Missing Sarah: A Vancouver Woman
Remembers Her Vanished Sister (2003, p.252)
Dear Cara,
2005: As much as we would like the world to stop when we are in the midst of tragedy, it
does not. Funerals were held this week for the slain RCMP officers.
In other news, a group of civil libertarians met with the Justice Minister in Ottawa to
advocate pardon for Robert Latimer. He was convicted in 1997 of the second-degree murder of
his 12-year-old handicapped daughter Tracy. Robert Latimer maintained what he did was right
because Tracy was in constant pain from severe cerebral palsy.
His case was always close to my heart because I understood his intentions. A court
decision apparently ruled there were painkillers he could have used, just as I’m sure someone
would testify that there were resources you could have accessed.
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In the dark days of your life, when I could not find you resources, when you were
marginalized as homeless with drug-induced mental illness, I wondered why you had been born
to suffer that way. It is much easier to speculate hypothetically on how others ought to live than
to struggle with them through crisis after crisis.

March 12: To make the world a better place
2007: Leanne Lori Benwell, age 27, was last seen in Edmonton when she picked up
laundry at her mother’s house. They were in touch several times a week. Leanne’s
body was found over three months later on June 21.
2008: Shernell Sharon Pierre, a 26-year-old nurse originally from the Caribbean, was
shot to death and her car set on fire with her inside half an hour after her shift at the
Misericordia Hospital less than a block away. That happened at the end of our block
and police came to our door in the days ahead.
Dear Cara,
2004: On this momentous morning, I was asked to present the keynote address at a
fundraising breakfast for a “Home for Healing” a transitional residence for women exiting
exploitation. After weeks of writing and editing and practicing my delivery, the day arrived.
Will accompanied me and we were honoured to share our table with, among others, Anne
MacLellan, then federal Minister of Health. My introduction was as follows:
“Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
Every day we are called upon, in our own small way, to help make the world a
better place. You have done that this morning by supporting this very worthy cause.
It is a great honour for me to have been asked to share a few words…
I am here because my heart is with the many young women who struggle each day
with their life on the street. I am very grateful to all who have done so much and
continue to do so much to make a difference in many ways…
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I am here as a bereaved parent, a mother without a child. My heart goes out to all
those who struggle because my daughter was one of those beautiful young women
who became caught up in a dangerous world and did NOT survive her life on the
street. My hope is to help make a difference for those who still have a chance to turn
their lives around.
My hope is that we can move forward as a society to provide an improved range
of services. I don’t want any more young women to go missing or any more families
to go through an agonizing vigil only to be told their child’s body was found
decomposed in a farmer’s field - or in the remains of a pig farm.
One of the most compelling images I watched recently on TV was that of Bill
Sampson, the British journalist, who was being interviewed about his torture in a
Saudi prison. He spoke with an almost surreal objectivity about the various aspects
of his ordeal - except when he was asked what had been most difficult. He broke
down when he described having to witness the torture of his friend and he said most
poignantly, “What was most difficult was having to watch the pain and suffering
of someone you love and have no way to stop it.”
Those words struck a chord with me because they expressed my anguish in
watching the struggles of my daughter during the last few years of her life. It IS
truly heartbreaking to watch a loved one suffer and be unable to stop it.
I was also intrigued a couple weeks ago when I read in the Edmonton Journal that
Bill Sampson was seeking the right to sue Saudi Arabia. The article reported that he
was starting to overcome the flashbacks of the beatings he had endured but he
couldn’t get on with his life until the Saudis admitted he had been tortured.
And I thought again, yes, that is also true. To have our trauma acknowledged is
an important part of healing. It makes a difference when someone is able to say,
“That was terribly wrong. It should not have happened. It was NOT your fault. I’m
sorry you were hurt and I’d like to help make it better for you.” Unfortunately, that
does not usually happen.”
What I remember most is the room became more and more silent as I continued. About
600 people paid $50 for breakfast and by the end of my talk, we could have heard the proverbial
pin drop. When I finished, there was a moment of silence before the crowd rose in a standing
ovation. The seven points I covered are summarized over the following days.
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March 13: Threads of Vulnerability
Seven threads of vulnerability include: learning disabilities, neurological disorders,
social deficits, addictions, mental illness, homelessness, and incarceration.
Dear Cara,
2004: As parents and citizens, we are not always aware of the differences in ability with
which other people navigate the world. My talk continued:
“My daughter’s challenges became more evident over the last three years of her
life, from about age 19 to 22. To simplify her story, I have identified seven specific
themes or threads from the entanglement of challenges she faced…
#1 - the first thread I untangled is Learning Disabilities:
It was evident to me fairly early on that my daughter was not an academic. Her
lack of abstract ability and planning became more evident through adolescence
although she passed from grade to grade. Diagnostic testing was not offered or
suggested so it actually came as quite a shock when she was later assessed as having
“borderline intelligence.” What that essentially meant was that if she had been a few
I.Q. points lower, she could have been declared a dependent adult. What I thought
might have been an adolescent phase was actually a very serious limitation.
On the other hand, my daughter was an attractive young woman with a fun-loving
and impulsive personality who liked to do things her own way. She certainly did not
look handicapped and there is no sliding scale for competency. She was held
accountable in an adult world and judged on the basis on insight and judgment she
did not have. She was an adult child, probably functioning at an age ten to twelve
year old level, yet held responsible for her own medical and legal decisions.”
Cara, so many people look at your picture and say, “But she was so beautiful.” Yes, you
were an attractive young woman. Unfortunately, that, along with your lack of discernment, left
you even more vulnerable to people who wanted to take advantage of you.
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March 14: Neurological disorders
2003: Richard Douglas, age 52, from Medicine Hat, was arrested and charged with the
second-degree of Ginger Lee Bellerose, age 26. The arrest came two years to the
day from when Ginger was last seen.
2015: Misty Faith Potts, age 37, was last seen in Enoch Cree Nation. She was living
in Manitoba in 2011 working on a PhD when her brother died and she separated from
her husband. Both events allegedly contributed to increasing drug use.
Hi sweetie,
2004: Sometimes it is difficult to sort out what can be fixed and what simply requires
acceptance. I had trouble understanding that your brain seemed to be wired differently and you
were often judged for decisions you could not make.
My talk continued:
“#2 – The second thread of vulnerability is Neurological Disorders:
This is a loose category as it difficult to say at what point impaired judgement,
impulsiveness, and lack of abstract thinking are related to maturity or learning ability
or personality. There is certainly a cluster of characteristics, similar to those of Fetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder that make young people vulnerable to danger.
The gift of FASD is a new interpretation of symptoms. Behaviours such as
tantrums, moodiness, impulsive acts, poor judgment, developmental delays, attention
disorders, learning difficulties, aggression, and delinquency can all be explained as
secondary to brain damage caused by fetal alcohol.
Yet my daughter had similar range of symptoms and I did not drink. That leads
me to believe there is a whole range of neurological deficits that are not so easily
identified or so easily preventable. My concern is that children who do not have that
specific FASD diagnosis may be excluded from intervention services.”

March 15: Social deficits
We all need to explore from a solid foundation.
Dear Cara,
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2004:

You were a contradictory little person in many ways.

You wanted your

independence as most young people do and you also wanted to make sure I had your back.
Maybe that is not so contradictory after all. We all need to explore from a solid foundation.
My reflections continued:
“#3 – The third thread of vulnerability is Social Deficits:
Again, this is a very general category. Struggles with self-esteem and identity are
part of many teens’ lives even without being compounded by learning disabilities
and neurological disorders. The adolescent process of establishing an independent
identity is OFTEN accompanied by hormonal moodiness and peer pressure.
We can only imagine how much MORE difficult it must be for the young person
who perceives, correctly enough, that they don’t quite fit in the so-called “normal”
world. They don’t understand why they are different or even that they ARE
different. They only know they can’t achieve or understand the things others expect
them to achieve and understand.
Yet they have a need, as does everyone, to find a community where they feel
accepted. That may be part of the appeal of the street - people joined together by a
sense of not belonging anywhere else.”
One of my clients asked how you strayed into such a dangerous life. I spoke briefly about
the power of genetics and the handicap of developmental delay. She asked if you ever asked for
help or if you insisted on following your own path. It was probably a bit of both.
One assessment said you had the functional ability of a 12-year-old. Who could expect a
child of that age to survive on the streets? Yet I was labelled co-dependent by various medical
professionals for trying to help you find accommodation, buy you food, manage your finances,
and take you to medical appointments.

March 16: Addictions and helplessness
“We are all addicted to something that takes the pain away.”
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“Detached concern” is apparently the key to dealing with addicts.
Hello darling,
2004: The only time you admitted being out of control with substance use was when you
said, “Mom, I’m wasted.” I didn’t even know for sure what you meant and asked if it had been
worth it. Your face lit up as you nodded affirmatively. At that point I felt totally hopeless. I
asked if you wanted to come home but you shook your head no. Perhaps I missed a moment of
opportunity and if you’d agreed to go to the recovery center, it might have been a turning point.
But we had been there before and you received no follow-up with programs or accommodation.
My talk continued:
“#4 – The fourth tread of vulnerability is Addictions:
In a society that celebrates the mind-altering qualities of alcohol and other drugs,
every day a certain number of people slip from the category of recreational or social
use to addiction when their use becomes out of control. This happens, as we know,
across all strata of society and causes many levels of difficulty for those so afflicted
as well as those who love them.
How to care appropriately is especially difficult when the loved one is a young
adult child caught in the throes of destruction. We can spend years trying to learn
that delicate balance of detached concern that allows us to live our own life while in
a caring relationship with an addict.
For those drawn to nightlife, the street itself becomes an addictive element. The
drugs, the highs, the easy money, the partying, the danger and excitement of living
on the edge, the rebel alliances, apparently all come together in a very compelling
way. People already feeling ostracized by larger society tend to find an alternative
culture where they can belong.”

March 17: Inconsistent community support
Hospitals discharge to the street when patients are admitted from the street.
Hi darling,
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2004: There are many hidden financial costs in the treatment and non-treatment of
mental illness as well as in the investigation and non-prosecution of criminals. Another brief
summary was included as part of my talk:
“#5 - The fifth thread of vulnerability is Mental Illness:
There is a natural sadness and worry that we all experience when a loved one
becomes ill. That sadness is compounded with mental illness because there is still a
social stigma, however subtle, associated with psychiatric problems. It can be
difficult to maintain empathy when the personality of our loved one changes. It’s
sometimes hard to know what is related to illness and what is not. It’s hard not to
take it personally when they react to us in a strange or hostile way.
The limited resources available for my daughter created another level of
frustration. She had two major admissions to Alberta Hospital. At the time of her
second discharge, she was literally dropped off by the hospital van on the corner of
96 Street and 102 Avenue. When I protested to various people, I was told that (a)
having recovered, it was her choice to no longer participate in treatment, and (b)
people weren’t discharged to the street unless they had come from the street.
The lack of community support for the mentally ill goes largely unnoticed until
tragedies like last week when a policeman was shot and another man stabbed his
parents. Then we have a flurry of attention about what is being called this week “the
critical gaps in the system.’”

March 18: Homelessness
Oprah suggested we can sometimes give a lost child’s life meaning by coming forward
with a message for other parents.
Dear Cara,
“Why can’t she just live at home?” was one of the most difficult questions I had to
face during your turbulent times. It was also the question I most wanted you to answer - what
was really so hard about respecting the safety and rules of our home?
2004: My talk continued:
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“This leads to #6, the vulnerability of Homelessness:
Shortly after my daughter’s death, I took it upon myself to do a comprehensive
study of concurrent disorders, or dual diagnosis as it is sometimes called. That is the
combination of psychiatric and addictive disorders interacting with and complicating
each other. I met a doctor who was working in the field and he asked if I could have
changed one thing about my daughter’s situation, what would it have been? My
answer is still the same today. “I wish she could have had a home.”
That was her wish as well. I remember asking her one day, in an attempt to help
motivate her, what she wanted from life. Her answer was that all she wanted her
own place, where she could have a couch and a TV and some plants and some
pictures on the wall.
That doesn’t seem like such a big request and it seemed cruel that neither she nor
society nor I could provide that basic need. The worst part of her affliction was that
she was forced to wander the streets, officially homeless, couch surfing between socalled friends and the emergency shelter. And each night I wondered if she was safe.
She was incapable of looking after independent accommodation the few times I
did help provide it. I reached the point where I could no longer allow her to live with
me because she could not be left unsupervised and I was not prepared to put my
home at risk. Even then it was not that I couldn’t trust HER. The problem was that
she had no discernment in controlling the presence and behaviour of her so-called
friends. It is a terrible sadness to not be able to offer shelter to your own child.”
2005: Oprah’s guest was a woman whose infant daughter died in an accident after not
being secured in a car seat. Oprah spoke about the mother giving meaning to her daughter’s life
by coming forward with a message for other parents. Grief is overwhelming and we all seek
ways of making meaning from the death of loved ones.
Another guest on Oprah was a young woman who had been sexually seduced at age 13
by an older man. The message to parents was to nurture self-esteem in their children as much as
possible so they are less vulnerable to those who would exploit them. You lacked discernment
with your friends. You wanted to experience excitement and brought vitality to your adventures.
It also seemed you wanted to give others the joy of making you happy.
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In the Medicine Wheel tradition, Budding Trees Moon, at the time of spring equinox,
brings a new season of energy, intensity, fearlessness, and optimism. We are reminded to
channel our emotions and be patient.
March 19: Budding Trees Moon
1993: Crime experts from across North America reportedly met to examine a series of
unsolved murders of women in British Columbia.
Dear Cara,
2004: Just as budding trees herald a new season of life, people of the earth attempt to
bring hope to their world. The overlap of criminality and mental illness can be a challenge for
those working in each discipline, not to mention the families involved.
My talk continued with #7, the vulnerability of Incarceration:
“Watching a child go to jail for the first time is another heart-breaking moment.
My daughter did not have a juvenile record but as an adult collected a series of
misdemeanours such as disturbing the peace, breaching probation, and solicitation.
She was also charged twice with assault while committed to Alberta Hospital. The
challenge was always whether she was fit to stand trial when the various hearings
occurred and what her state of mind had been at the time of the alleged offence.
She made legal history on her first solicitation charge when her doctor, who had
been asked for an assessment, suggested she seemed to have a fear of incarceration
so perhaps that would help with compliance. As the courts often do defer to
treatment suggestions, the judge sentenced her to a month in jail.
As she was led away, she called, “Mom, mom, get my clothes.” The guard joked
that she didn’t need clothes where she was going. But what he didn’t know is that
she had just come from the Women’s Emergency Shelter where your only private
space was a locker and if you didn’t come back at night, your belongings were
bagged and moved to the basement.
Interestingly enough, after the shock of her first sentencing, she was no longer
afraid of jail. She learned to “do time” and seemed healthy enough while in custody.
A number of short stays at the Remand Center followed and that was a kind of
security for me because during those weeks I at least knew where she was. She
phoned regularly, seemed to get along with the other women, and we had reasonably
normal conversations.”
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March 20: International Day of Happiness
“Today honours happiness as a basic human right! Happier people are healthier, thrive
academically, and respond with resilience to life’s challenges. Research shows we all
have the ability to re-wire our brains for happiness… ”
The Happiness Project
Hi sweetie,
2004: All most people want is simply to be happy. Regardless of abilities or disabilities,
strengths or vulnerabilities, we are subject to a basic hierarchy of needs. After food, shelter and
safety, we want to be loved and we want to be content with our circumstances.
This was the end of my talk:
“What does society do with a young woman diagnosed at various times as having
limited intelligence, psychosis with delusions, no insight, significantly impaired
judgment, dependent personality, concentration difficulties, personality issues,
paranoid symptoms, hallucinations, and no stable living environment? Is she to be
disciplined? Punished? How? By depriving her of a home? What happens when
the mental health system defers to the courts?
“High risk” lifestyle is not a euphemism. Many women have very little hope
and live each day with a terrible degree of danger. They may be victims of many
challenges and are further stigmatized for their role in a consumer-driven activity.
So where do we go from here? I want to end on a positive note so we can move
forward with energy and compassion to meet these challenges. As I mentioned, there
is so much more to be done than any one of us will ever have time to do. It is
important to recognize and celebrate achievements in collaborative action that have
already taken place and that we continue to build on these successes.
I want to believe that good can prevail and that peace and understanding can
triumph over violence and anger. We are connected to women on the street. They
may be our daughters, our sisters, our nieces, our cousins, our friends, and for some,
even our mothers. With our survival comes a responsibility to reach out to others.
We who have been wounded must hear and believe that we have a right to be
healed. We who have been blessed must be generous in sharing our gifts. We must
learn to respect and cherish all members of society. We must find ways to provide
love and meaning to all citizens so that the disadvantaged and victimized have
resources to move beyond poverty and desperation.
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We cannot overlook the fact that the sex trade is a consumer-driven activity.
We must question why our society protects the identity of the buyers. That being
said, we must also look at the forces of socialization that drive men to consider
disadvantaged women and children as objects for sale.
Compassion is the path of healing - and those who are disadvantaged in society
are most deserving of compassion. None of us chose the circumstances of our birth
but we can choose the circumstances of our life. We can move from exploitation to
equality, from objectification to respect, and from violence to healing…
Thank you for that gift of hope to the women who will be healed. May our
combined energies be like the proverbial butterfly wings that create a wind of
change, blessing the world with gentleness and peace. Thank you.”

March 21: New beginnings – time for healing
The first day of spring traditionally brings the promise of new beginnings.
1966: The International Day for Elimination of Racial Discrimination was first proclaimed by the
United Nations.

Dear Cara,
Thankfully, some days are full enough that reflections of death and trauma do not hover
in the background, much less the forefront. Nevertheless, it is important to understand history so
we can better guide and make decisions about our future.
Your young adult years seemed to be consumed with “drug-addicted psychosis.”
Decades before, I was fortunate to discover the concise booklet of Janet Geringer Woititz, Adult
Children of Alcoholics (1983), which helped me understand the dynamics of my childhood and
contributed to my healing at the time. My own dog-eared copy has long disappeared, probably
loaned to a client before Internet accessibility.

However, the 13 characteristics initially

identified have been adapted in many ways over the years to describe the impact of other types
of addiction and to help families with recovery.
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#1: “Adult children of alcoholics guess at what normal behaviour is.” I grew up with a
double whammy. Grandpa was a binge drinker, usually the life of the party until he passed out.
Thankfully he was not abusive. Grandma, on the other hand, was an unfulfilled parent and we
children often bore the brunt of her frustrations. She was afflicted with hoarding, which I believe
is also an addiction, as evidenced by collections of junk replacing or preventing more appropriate
human interactions.
#2: “Adult children of alcoholics have difficulty following a project through from
beginning to end.” This was not true for me. Perhaps contrary to the pattern, my response to the
unpredictability of my childhood was to find ways of gaining control. That backfired as a parent
because I experienced extreme apprehension at my helplessness and perhaps over-reacted in
dealing with your teenage moods and experiments.
#3: “Adult children of alcoholics judge themselves without mercy.” Having a child with
addictions was not part of my parent/child image. I had no patience for your escapades and
judged myself for allowing the circumstances to develop. A friend had a similar conversation
with her still addicted daughter who said, “I had a role in it too, Mom.” I still struggle with
letting go of my guilt at not being able to save you from yourself.
#4: “Adult children of alcoholics have difficulty having fun.”

Yes, serious and

responsible was my path. I was frequently embarrassed and repulsed by the behaviour of people
who had too much to drink, especially my mother’s brothers and their friends, and resolved not
to have it part of my life. Although your father lived with addiction, he was not present to cause
daily disruptions. Interestingly, however, your zest for life and adventure seemed to include
mind-altering experiences.
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March 22: Peace keeping versus exploitation
“Shunned Teens Sell Sex to Peacekeepers.” 2005 Edmonton Journal headline
Dear Cara,
2005: Headlines reflected world depravity on many levels. In local news a well-known
defense lawyer requested a judge-only trial for the man accused of killing 6-year-old Corinne
Gustavson in 1992 (See September 3) because “most potential jurors would have heard of the
crime and may even have participated in the investigation.” Yes, it was a horror that gripped the
community, a child brutally raped and her murder unsolved for ten years.
Meanwhile, on the international scene, a small group of UN peacekeeping soldiers in the
Congo exercised their option of buying sex from exploited young women. Poverty and abuse
were listed as contributing factors. When the Congolese girls were raped, their loss of virginity
made them “worthless” as brides in their own society. The poverty in which they lived caused
them to linger outside UN camps where they begged to perform any “chore” for a few coins.
Back to Adult Children of Alcoholics; what else did I learn?
#5: “Adult children of alcoholics have difficulty with intimate relationships.” What can I
say? I chose a “project” for your father although I knew enough to walk away before you were
born. I dated several men who could be described as a series of “progressive approximations.”
It is humbling in retrospect to realize my self-esteem was confused enough to require a number
of experiential rehearsals before affirming and claiming a strong healthy relationship.
#6: “Adult children of alcoholics overreact to changes over which they have no control.”
Bingo. I was devastated to have addictions in my life again with you, my beautiful, troubled
daughter. Compassion and patience were not lessons I thought I needed to learn; yet here was
the unsolicited opportunity to explore and integrate a deeper level of understanding.
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March 23: Empathy is a learned response
1945: Armistice marked the end of World War Two.
The Nuremberg Trials were held 1945 – 1948 to bring Nazi war criminals to justice.
“In my work with defendants, I was searching for the nature of evil and I now think I
have come close to defining it. A lack of empathy. It’s the one characteristic that
connects all the defendants, a genuine incapacity to feel with their fellow men. Evil, I
think, is the absence of empathy.”
Dr. Gustave M. Gilbert, Nuremberg Diary (1946)
Dear little Cara,
2005: Today was the 60th anniversary of World War II. As with all wars, victors and
losers were declared, some governments were restored, others vanquished, and many people
freed from oppression. Sixty years later, there were few surviving veterans.
New generations move ahead with their own understandings of history and the challenge
to forge new identities and play new roles on the world stage. What makes it so hard for people
to learn to live in peace? It may be the same reason some children grow up angry. When we
receive inadequate recognition and nurturing, we continually seek to have our needs met.
Survival is an instinct; empathy is a learned response.
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March 24: Role of prosecution
It seemed we shared this story: Once upon a time there was a little girl who was very
sad. She lived in a family but it seemed nobody really appreciated her. She was
always in the way or causing trouble.
“Drug Dealer Gets 15 Years in Prison.” 2005 Edmonton Journal headline
Dear Cara,
2005: I was encouraged by the morning headlines. A former nightclub owner was
convicted of conspiracy to import cocaine, importing cocaine, and exporting marijuana. He
reportedly transported drugs worth millions of dollars although he was only a “salaryman.” My
contempt for drug dealers is exceeded only by that for pimps and abusers. They all exploit the
vulnerability of others for their own gain. As much as I support prevention and rehabilitation, I
also applaud successful prosecutions.
Let me return to my Adult Children of Alcoholics litany:
#7: “Adult children of alcoholics constantly seek approval and affirmation.” Well, most
of the world functions better with positive attention. Children of alcoholics are probably more
insecure, however, as a result of the unpredictability in which they lived.
#8: “Adult children of alcoholics usually feel that they are different from other people.”
Growing up I felt alienated by isolation and poverty. Grandma’s emotional abuse also played a
role, as did her hoarding. One day I decided to “protect” my favourite stuffed bear by hiding it
in the crawl-space underneath my bedroom. The tragedy was, as years went by, I forgot all
about the little bear. My heart was protected by living in my head.
There are five more ACOA characteristics for those who wish to review them. Whatever
challenges have impacted our past, there comes a time when we have to take responsibility for
understanding and changing our future. Life is seldom straight forward.
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March 25: Missing women inspire national campaign
Most agree the scope of missing and murdered women across Canada is much larger
than documented; yet most documents remain confidential.
My dear Cara,
2005: There was hope that a new campaign, “Sisters in Spirit” launched in 2004, would
create awareness of the missing and murdered Aboriginal women across Canada. NWAC, the
Native Women’s Association of Canada, founded in 1973 and incorporated as a non-profit
organization in 1974, was awarded $5 million over five years (2005-2010) to research and
produce a national database of the estimated 500 cases from the previous 20 years.
This was partially in response to the Stolen Sisters report released by Amnesty
International (October 2004) which called on Canada to “address the deeper problems of
marginalization, dispossession and impoverishment that have placed so many Indigenous women
in harm’s way.” Six recommendations included:
(1) Acknowledge the seriousness of the problem.
(2) Support research into the extent and causes of violence against Indigenous
women.
(3) Take immediate action to protect women at greatest risk.
(4) Provide training and resources for police to make prevention of violence
against Indigenous women a genuine priority.
(5) Address the social and economic factors that lead to the Indigenous
women’s extreme vulnerability to violence.
(6) End the marginalization of Indigenous women in Canadian society.

2014: The Native Women’s Association of Canada March 2010 report, What their
Stories Tell Us, identified a database of 582 missing and murdered Aboriginal (status and nonstatus First Nations, Metis, and Inuit) women with 115 still missing and almost half of the
murder cases unsolved. They acknowledged the scope was greater than documented.
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Not surprisingly, most cases were from recent years, and numerous cases cited the cause
of death was controversial or unknown. Unfortunately, the names and identified “variables”
were deemed confidential, with the exception of 14 stories shared; so family members had no
way of knowing if or how missing or deceased loved ones were named.
In October 2010, funding for the Sisters in Spirit database was cut by federal government
with NWAC receiving $.5 million for “Evidence to Action.” The national missing person
database was to be taken over by RCMP with a national tip web site and best practices to help
communities, law enforcement, and justice partners. This is still incomplete.
In 2011, NWAC was awarded an additional $1.89 million over three years for “Evidence
to Action II” to help communities understand, prevent, and respond to violence against
Aboriginal women and girls. This led to over 58,000 people involved in activities such as vigils,
family gatherings, and community Engagement workshops.
In 2013 an RCMP report, Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women: A National
Operational Overview, was released.

Across all police jurisdictions in Canada, recorded

incidents included 164 missing and 1017 homicide victims. The 225 unsolved cases included
105 missing and 105 homicides. Only the numbers were released as once again the names were
deemed “confidential.”

March 26: Who was your father?
Little boy lost, troubled artist, poster child for parole?
Dear Cara,
The question of your father, Chaos, surfaced before you were born and continues to
linger. There is no easy answer because on so many levels, it made no sense. When people ask,
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I usually say “a fellow from Calgary… the relationship didn’t work out...” You deserve more of
an answer, even if it comes with an apology.
I was certainly old enough to “know better” although I carried a child-like naivety and
idealism well into my adult years. I felt misplaced growing up on the farm and somehow called
to follow an uncharted course. Spiritual quests, as I’ve come to realize, are not uncommon
among the unhappy. For whatever reasons, I want to understand more about the oppression of
the world and bridge to that culture.
We met at an inner-city agency, a drop-in centre operated under church auspices. I was
probably misled by the fact we “worked” together although, in retrospect, the project lacked
focus. I was a keen Christian, ready to make a difference for the under-privileged of the city.
Chaos was a poster boy for parole, sponsored by native court services. Job descriptions were
minimal and I was captivated by his dark soulful eyes and resemblance to Neil Diamond.
We were employed together at the agency at least a few months. We became friends and
I met most of his extended family. Later I returned to school and he returned to jail on some
violation. I don’t even know the details of his charges as they were not relevant to me at the
time. I saw only the troubled gifted artist and envisioned with the right encouragement and
support, he would find a productive and creative path.
He told me he worked in landscaping and I accepted that at face value, not realizing he
lacked realistic employment skills. I didn’t ask about his plans, and, like many love-struck
young women, overlooked his history of a failed relationship and three other children he was
already not supporting. I have since learned that incarceration seems to encourage fantasy; those
faced with limited freedom hope for happy endings and will accommodate anyone willing to
dream along.
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Beyond that, Chaos was the third child of a large family, originally from northern
Alberta. His family was Metis Cree with talk of Mexican blood on his mother’s side. He too felt
constrained by the limitations of his upbringing. Partly he blamed “white people” for his lack of
opportunity; another part of him seemed child-like, still undeveloped. I must take responsibility
for my lack of discernment; he must take responsibility for abandoning his children.

March 27: On the outside
“There was something in him that always stood apart, that she couldn’t reach and that
he wouldn’t offer. It wasn’t just the job and its demands, but something deeper: a
central core of loneliness. He had been like that even as a child. An observer. Always
on the outside, even when he played with others… it was a part of his nature, and he
didn’t think he could change it if he tried.”
Peter Robinson in In a Dry Season (1999, p.145)
Dear little Cara,
2005: The above reflections about a character in a novel remind me of myself, in that I
feel haunted at times. Ironically, the stress of my job helped me understand your struggles.
Although part of a management team after years of experience and many different positions, I
was often frustrated that I felt treated like a wayward child by my immediate supervisor. Every
time I thought the last misunderstanding was behind us, something else would happen, never
anything that made sense to me. Doesn’t that sounds like our life together the last few years? I
would brace myself, take a deep breath, and realize I still wasn’t safe. Did you do the same?
One day your words “I thought it was okay to come home” flashed by me and I cringed
with chagrin when I finally understood what you meant. I often wondered why you thought it
would not be okay. You simply wanted safety to be yourself with acceptance and compassion.
You weighed the unknown of being away with the pain of judgment at home. I often wondered
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why I stayed at my job as long as I did, salary and benefits aside, and to finally understand how
you felt was not the reason I expected.
I learned good intentions are not enough. In my more charitable moments, I conceded
my supervisor did not intend to demoralize me just as it was never my intention to hurt you. No
wonder life is so confusing. Learning to communicate expectations without creating resentment
can be hard work. Acceptance and affirmations seem to be the key.

March 28: Good Friday
1997: Good Friday is a holy day on which Christians commemorate the death of Jesus,
traditionally a day of mourning with prayer and fasting in preparation for Easter.
“Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.” Gospel of Luke 23:34, 46
Dear Cara,
2005: I remember you being angry at me one day that I hadn’t taught you more about
religion. You were inspired by some of the missions you attended on the street and upset that I
hadn’t shared those teachings. Although I was quite involved with church for many years before
and after you were born, as years went I relied less on formal teachings and embraced more
generic spiritual ideals. I wanted to be open without imposing ideas on you.
I miss you so much. Writing is a time of connection and sometimes you still surprise me.
Once on an airplane, I was reading a Chicken Soup story about a man and his son who used to
signal each other with a flashlight. I remember thinking it would be nice if we could to that for
each other. When I looked up, I saw a pattern of light sparkling across the back of the seat in
front of me and heard your voice saying, “Next time ask for something hard.” Where the light
came from or how it happened at that moment, I do not know so I accepted it as a small token of
your continued presence.
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March 29: Holy Saturday in 1997
1987: Sharon Gosselin, age 21, was found strangled at Clover Bar dump in Sherwood
Park, east of Edmonton.
1997: Holy Saturday, in Christian tradition, represents a time of suspense between the
world of darkness and the restoration of light. It is a day of waiting and vigil, of quiet
and preparation, and of sadness and anticipation.
2006: Jessie Foster from Calgary, age 21, disappeared in Las Vegas.
My darling Cara,
2005: Sadness shadowed the world as media reported Pope John Paul II was unable to
speak to the Easter crowds. He made his first public appearance in two weeks and managed only
to make the sign of the cross three times as he blessed the faithful. He impressively chose to use
his failing health as a public testament to the redemptive nature of suffering.
Reflections of Moon Shadow encompass the emptiness of a world without love, unsolved
murders, the incomprehensible evil of those who exploit and kill, and the separation of justice
from the court process. Winter is the season when everything slows down to be reborn.
My parenting may have been imperfect but it was done with love in the best way I knew
at the time. Perhaps I would have been more consistent if I had been raised differently. Perhaps
I would have been more patient had my own frustrations been heard and resolved as a child.
It is a time to release what has passed and embrace new possibilities for the future. The
brightness of your life is manifest in Spring, the development of your gifts during Summer, and
reconciliation through Autumn.
2016: My reflections of Winter end with the words of Elie Wiesel, winner of Nobel
Peace Prize in 1986 for Night, his chilling account of the Holocaust. The following words are
part of his acceptance speech, forty years after his survival:
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“We must take sides. Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the victim. Silence
encourages the tormentor, never the tormented. Sometimes we must interfere…
There is so much injustice and suffering crying out for our attention…
Human rights are being violated on every continent. More people are oppressed than
free. How can one not be sensitive to their plight? Human suffering concerns men
and women everywhere… Violence is not the answer. Terrorism is the most
dangerous of answers… There is so much to be done, there is so much that can be
done… Our lives no longer belong to us alone; they belong to all those who
need us desperately.”
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